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Discord or no chord
By Diana Bronson and Eric Beyer
The new music policy is not as controversial as it has
been made out to be according to some music students
and several Student Senators.
The policy stated that music students must submit
"advance written notice of all musical activity he/she
intends to undertake" to the Dean of Music Dr.
Gordon Greene, who may advise the student to
"curtail such activity." A petition opposing the policy is
being circulated.
Student Senator Leah Humphrey agrees with the
policy: "It is nothing to be worried about," Humphrey
said.
She added that though the Dean can advise students
to curtail activities, thisadvice is not binding. According
to Humphrey, the music department cannot take legal
action against any students who choose to ignore the
Dean. The Dean simply wants to inform students of
what he believes is in their best interest. "Students do
not have to comply."
WLUSU President Dave Bussiere did not concede
defeat as easily, "This is the one time Student Senators
can dig in and help students on issues that really
concerns them."
Bussiere then explained his own involvement in the
petition. "Essentially, it is out of WLUSU's hands
because it is up to Student Senator's to decide what
approach they will take in the upcoming Senate
meeting."
Student Senator Bryan Leblanc, who has been vocal
on the issue, remained adamant in his views. "I don't
think a policy like this should exist. I don't think it's
good to shut the door on the issue right away and
withdraw potential active support for music students
who obviously believe they have been wronged by their
Student Senator caucus."
Despite Leblanc's views differing from other Student
Senators, he said there is no contention between him
and his colleagues.
Student Senator Scott Fiatkowski said that changes
made to the policy on the Senate floor, including
changing "must" to "are expected" and "asked" to
"advised," were adequate enough for him, fellow
Student Senator's Allister Hain, Doug Earle, and Leah
Humphrey to accept the addendum.
Piatkowski said that if he receives an alternative
proposal for the policy from the music students he will
throw it out for discussion at the next Senate meeting.
"I still don't like the policy but there comes a time when
you have to accept the fact you can't change it
anymore."
Greene attributes the whole controversy to simple
overreaction. "I think the issue is infinitely more minor
than it has been blown up to be," he said. The Dean
added that when people fully understand the implemen-
tation of the policy it will be a "non-issue."
Humphrey feels that the Dean was misquoted by
The KW Record concerning his methods of enforcing
the policy.
The Record printed, "...students who don't co-
operate may not be able to obtain the instructors or
studio privileges they'd prefer." This excerpt is used in
the petition's introduction, and is the basis of the music
students' objection to the policy. This statement is not
a direct quote of Greene, and is only part of the original
sentence which appeared in The Record.
Part-time music student and co-organizer of the
petition, Andrew Tibbits, states that if a misquote was
the cause of misunderstanding the Dean "should have
asked them (The Record) to publish a correction."
If the policy only grants the Dean the power to advise
the music students, Tibbits questions the need for the
policy. "The Dean could always do that anyway."
Tibbits defined his role in the organization of the
petition as that of li son. The policy "won't affect me
personally," said Tibbits. He "said he wants to inform
new students of the issue and let them fight it if they
wish. The petition was signed by over 200 people, but
said Tibbits that "there doesn't seem to be much
interest" among the music students.
"We're on their (students') side to help their musical
development," Greene said. Some music students
have already submitted reports of their extra-curricular
activities.
When asked if the policy issue would bereopened for
discussion at the next Senate meeting, Greene replied,
"I don't see any need to discuss it. I'm not feeling
threatened and I feel no need to change the policy."
Board split on Council
By Erika Sajnovic
"I think a directors responsibility
extends beyond technical analysis,"
said Zoltan Horcsok when discussing
the Greek Council and its accept-
ance as a Campus Club at the
September 20 WLUSU Board of
Directors meeting.
"Not wanting to slam the
directors, but they are of the tech-
nical-type rational, meaning that if a
club fits our requirement with their
constitution, they see no problem,"
Horcsok said.
Jill Archer, chair of Commission
Services and Review (CS&R)
brought the Greek Council consti-
tution to the BOD in late spring of
the last school year.
"It's not a discriminatory club by
the way the constitution is set up,"
said Archer.
The Wilfrid Laurier Greek
Council's (WLGC) constitution
reads in part: In recognition of a
need, stude ts at WLU have
gathered together to establish an
organization to promote greater
understanding and awareness of
Fraternities and Sororitiesat various
levels in society, especially at WLU.
Horcsok joined the WLGC on the
morning of September 21 with the
attitude that "I'll be fair and say that
fraternities and sororities probably
serve a useful role at larger
universities that don't enjoy the
community that makes Laurier what
it is." "I would prefer no Greek
Council, but if they are to promote
fraternities and sororities, the
students deserve the benefit of an
alternate opinion/prespective,"
concluded Horcsok.
Wendy Watson, Campus Clubs
Co ordinator, said that she had no
problem with the club, but that
when they started discussing the
fraternities and sororities, there
could be some problems. "They
plan to get involved in the outside
community, which will help get the
other campus clubs involved," said
Watson.
Bryan Leblanc, a co-founder of
the Sigma Theta Chi Fraternity in
Waterloo said, "fraternal organiza-
tions, Greek or otherwise,can make
a valuble contribution to the people
involved and society as a whole—a
pooling together of various talents
and channeling that into positive
community involvment."
Leblanc said that the Sigma Theta
Chi organization will be doing a lot
of charity functions, such as:
working as blood donors clinics,
visiting the Freeport Hospital for
shut-ins, getting involved in Big
Brothers, participating in Operation
Give Greek a chance?
By Susan Merli
Wilfrid Laurier Greek Council
(WLGC), the newest club on
campus has had grievous difficulties
in becoming a recognized campus
club.
Jim Fargey, President of the
fraternity and sorority awareness
club said, "1 am shocked that there
was so much debate necessary."
Fargey stressed that the club's main
objective was to present, "a forum
for pros and cons" about fraternities.
The club's mandate embodies the
fact that they are apolitical and
non-denominational.
Dissention arose at the Board of
Directors meetings in the spring as
to whether or not WLGC should be
a campus club.
Fargey believes that, "there is a
lack of awareness on campus about,
fraternities" and that this ambiguity
and the fact that Sigma Theta Chi is
the first fraternity (it is however, not
Rae raises accusations
and claims to be secure
By Matt Certosimo
"They're determined to see me
stay," Bob Rae proclaimed in res-
ponse to questions about his party's
support of his leadership of the
Ontario New Democartic Party
(NDP) in the wake of the September
10 election results.
Rae, visiting Laurier as the guest
lecturer for the Faculty of Social
Work's "Easton McCarney
Memorial Lecture," casually dis-
cussed the results of the election
and responded to rumours about
his future with the Cord and local
commercial media.
The lecture series established in
the memory of two Social Work
students who were killed in a car
accident, returning to WLU after
the Christmas Break, has been in
place since 1972. Guest lecturers
have been topical, high profile indivi-
duals such as Roay Romanow
(Saskatchewan's Attorney-General
during the Constitutional talks of
the late 70's, early 80's) and Mark
McGuigon, Canada's Ministerof Jus-
tice and External Affairs in Trudeau's
cabinets.
In his first indepth interview since
the Liberal election landslide, Rae
stated that the Progressive Con-
servative executive and campaign
team joined the Liberal team to
defeat the NDP in several ridings
across Ontario. According to the
NDP Leader, PC campaign people
provided membership lists, sign locat-
ions and canvassers in Rae's riding
of York South,in two other Toronto
ridings (Oakwood and Dovercourt)
and in one Ottawa riding.
"I don't mind telling you that I"m
very proud of our results considering
the development of that kind of
coalition," said Rae.
The September 10, election re-
sults saw the NDP lose five seats,
dropping to 19 of the 130 in the
Ontario Legislature. However, as
Rae pointed out, the New
Democrats increased their popular
support, gaining more votes than
ever before in the party's history.
The NDP finished second in popular
vote for only the second time in their
history—the first time was in 1975
under the leadership of Canada's
present Ambassador to the United
Nations, Stephen Lewis.
Apart from the "Coalition
Theory," Rae explained that the
Tory vote collapsed throughout
Ontario, particularly in the west end
of Toronto, where the Tories re-
ceived fewer than 1,000 votes in a
number of ridings. Furthermore,
their was a "huge undecided factor
that went with the trend," Rae said.
"The Liberals had been crowned
before the election," he argued.
Provincial NDP leader Bob Rae didn't pull any punches about the allegec
Conservative—Liberal collusion when interviewed prior to speaking at
Laurier on September 18. Cord photo by R Furlong
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Outreach, which is run through the
school, and also attempting to raise
up to $300 a month for one or
another charity (this is an initial
goal).
"We have to utilize our number
and our talents anywhere in the
community," said Leblanc.
When questioned about the
WLGC,Leblanc said that their man-
date was worthwile and would initiate
some real and meaningful debate on
fraternities and sororities.
"I applaud and commend those
who have joined to present the
other side of this issue," said Leblanc
when questioned on his opinion
about WLUSU Directors joining the
club to have a sort of 'check' on
WLGC to ensure that they are
going by there mandate.
Archer said: "A lot (of board
members) are joining to gain
awareness."
Horcsok maintains that any
divisive forces at Laurier are intoler-
able. "I would like to see Laurier
remain one big, unified community,
rather then split into smaller and
possibly conflicting groups."
Archer feels that because Horcsok
has something against fraternities
and sororities, that he is also against
the WLGC because they are here to
promote fraternities and sororities.
Horcsok states that he is good
friends with a lot of the people who
belong to the fraternity and who are
a part of the WLGC. "This is first
and foremost political and should
not be anything else."
Leblanc agrees with the statement
that disagreement in terms of
philosophy and ideolgy are profes-
sional and not personal.
recognized by Laurier) made the
necessity for a Greek Council
essential.
Fargey was not informed about a
decision to vote on the Greek
Council at a WLUSU Board of
Directors meeting called during the
summer months. Fargey was
dissappointed that he was not
present to represent the philosophy
and intent of his club. The lengthy
discussion over the club, he feels
came from "a lot of apprehension
about fraternities."
Fargey, although part of the Sigma
Theta Chi fraternity, does not want
his affiliation to hinder students'
perception of the club.
"WLGC is not a sounding board
for a fraternity. Don't think of me as
a fraternity member but rather as
president of a club that offers the
opportunity to have people make up
their own minds about a fraternity
or sorority."
WLGC plans involve charity
events such as Blood Donor Clinics
and funding for missing and
exploited children.
A large scale debate is also on the
agenda. "Healthy opposition is not
discouraged" said John Salmond,
present memberof WLGC, "without
it (opposition), there would not be
growth, or the ability for sceptics to
have a change of heart."
WLGC will work in conjunction
with Sigma Theta Chi on some
events, but there is a definite dis-
tinction between the two organiza-
tions. Since fraternities are just
breaking ground at Laurier, the
reason for their presence and the
principles that the brotherhood
exemplify are little known to either
students or faculty.
Bookstore buy back balances budget
By Linda Schmolland Eric Beyer
The WLU Bookstore held another
Book Buy Back in the Concourse
last week so students could clean
out their dusty bookshelves, and
make a little money in the process.
Despite some inefficiencies in the
buy-back system the bookstore
manager defends the track record
of Laurier's used text business.
Paul Fischer, managerof the Book-
store, said the "rough mandate" for
the buy-back system is in order that
the bookstore can financially break
even.
Gross revenue from used books
in 1986 was $62,489.
"We have to maintain margin of
cost, plus approximately 35 per-
cent," said Fischer, indicating the
mark-up. "We have to cover all
costs out of income generated,"
Fischer added.
The Bookstore rates each book
as either high, medium, or low
quality. A student can expect to
receive about 60% of the original
price for a book rated as high quality,
about 50% for one rated as medium,
and 35% to 40% for one rated as low.
Fischer said many area univer-
sities have a single flat rate which he
considers detrimental to used book
sellers.
In contrast to Laurier, the used
book business at the University of
Waterloo is handled by the
Federation of Students. It is a consign-
ment sale, meaning that students
bring their books, set their price,
and hope they're sold. The store
takes 10 percent of the used book's
selling price. Although not guaran-
teed a sale, UW students generally
receive more money for their used
books.
Fischer said that the long line-ups
students experienced could be im-
proved upon. He said the main
problem is that the newly acquired
staff is slow. "We're extremely busy
in September. It requires a lot of
training."
To meet the used book demand,
the Bookstore also buys books from
wholesalers. Wholesalers mostly
come from the United States, be-
cause the used book industry is
larger there.
Fischer said wholesalers could be
asked to buy used books directly
from students, which would both
increase the spectrum ofbooks, and
also save the extra staff that the
Bookstore now provides. Fischer
would like to implement this system
as soon as possible.
Often a student cannot sell a text
back even if it is in good shape. The
main reason is that professors tend
to change textbooks rapidly—often
for each school year. Publishing
companies are against the used book
industry, and try to eliminate it by
printing new editions and thus mak-
ing the old books lose their market
value.
Despite difficulties many students
are patient with the present buy-
back system.
John Patterson, a third year
Political Science student, said:
"Students should realize that they
are taking a risk when they sell their
books to the Bookstore. They are a
business and they have to make a
profit like everyone else. If students
feel they are not getting a fair price
for good quality books, then they
have the option of selling it them-
selves on an open market basis".
Greg Beach, a third year Math
student, said: "I personally don't
buy used books because if the text is
marked up with someone else's
notes, they might be wrong. How do
you know they know what they're
doing?"
The WLU bookstore is an an-
cillary enterprise according to The
Ministry of Colleges and Universities
and, therefore, is subject to govern-
ment guidelines. The guidelines state
that the Bookstore, like cafeterias
and residences, should manage to
cover all costs without university
help.
The WLU Bookstore has been
buying back books since 1969. In
the past books were bought on a flat
rate basis of 50 percent. Last year
the rate was altered after a marketing
survey was done five years ago by a
Laurier student,and initiated by the
Bookstore. Popular opinion among
students was that books should be
priced in accordance to their quality.
Weathered alumni return
By Allison Vale
Bad weather didn't put a damper on the spirits of the
almost 2,000 people who attended various Homecoming
events at Laurier September 18 to 20.
The band Spice played Friday evening to a packed
Turret, as the weather prevented them from playing in
the Quad.
Saturday morning, the WLU Alumni Association's
Champagne Brunch and meeting was held in the dining
hall.
Rain forced the cancellation of the Tailgate Party,
which was organized to promote the football game of
that afternoon. Because of this cancellation, the event
was moved to the dining hall, where face-painting and
pep rallies for the game took place until the 2:00 pm
start of the game.
Laurier's football Hawks were pitted against the
University of Waterloo Warriors, and die-hard Laurier
students, both old and new, sat huddled under
umbrellas at Seagram's Studium while the Golden
Hawks trounced the Warriors 43-0.
Wluberfest followed in the Seagram Stadium
gymnasium. Later, WLU Lettermen retreated to the
Letterman's C 1 ub in the Athletic Complex.
A general reception at Wilf's was held in the evening,
where Dean Nichols welcomed former student govern-
ment leaders and graduating class executives.
Saturday ended with the traditional Homecoming
Dance and Buffet in the Turret with the old and new
once again meeting.
The final event of the weekend was a reception at the
Westmount Golf and Country Club for members of
organizations supporting Laurier's Development Fund.
Many of the Laurier alumni stated that pride in
attending Laurier was the main reason for returning for
Homecoming '87.
Dr. John Weir, President of Laurier said, "The
people come back to renew friendships and
acquaintances ... that's what it's really all about."
No, this is not an advertisement for Laurier Lettermen's jackets. These smiling people were part of the 2,000
revellers who participated in Laurier's dampened homecoming. Cord photo by R. Furlong
Invitations create problems
By Rob Furlong and Erika Sajnovic
On September 21, WLUSU Arts Director Zoltan
Horcsok distributed a letter to other WLUSU directors
warning them not to attend a wine and cheese party to
be hosted tonight by the Sigma Theta Chi Fraternity.
Horcsok states in his letter that attending the party
would berecognizing the fraternity. WLUSU considers
fraternities sexist and consequently refuses to
acknowledge them as either a campus club or as a
legitimate organization.
The letter in part reads: "... we (WLUSU) have
agreed that Fraternities and Sorrorities (not the Greek
Council) are unacceptable organizations because of
certain inherent characteristics ... your attendance ...
would indeed imply recognition."
Jim Fargey, the fraternity member in charge of the
event, says he invited the directorsas friends and not as
WLUSU representatives. He regrets placing the
invitations in the Director's mailboxes rather than
handing them out personally and said he was only
planning to give the invitations to "interested parties".
In addition to these "interested parties", Fargey
distributed invitations to all of the female members of
the Board. "My intention was to only drop a few
(invitations) off ... but we needed some extra ladies,"
said Fargey
Horcsok, in his letter, stated that the Directors were
invited by virtue of their positions as WLUSU
representatives. The purpose of Horcsok's letter was
to inform other Directors of the "inconspicuous
implications" of attending the event. Horcsok admits
that there are no regulations governing attendance of
WLUSU representatives to a function such as this, but
that other Directors should be aware of the implications.
Dave Bussiere, President of WLUSU said he "totally
agreed" with what Horcsok had done. "The BOD's
have a right to do what they want, but they are also
representatives of WLUSU," said Horcsok.
Tom Mcßride, Vice-President Executive echoed
Bussiere's statement.
Jill Archer, a Business Director said she did not
agree with Horcsok. "Any BOD member who chooses
to accept their invitation is going for their own reasons,"
said Archer. "I do not believe WLUSU or anyone else
can control anyones's personal life." •
Fraternity awareness
continued from page 1
Fargey not informed
continued from page 1
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Rae also responded directly to
questions about his leadership and
rumours that he may be losing
support in his caucus and his party.
The day after the election, caucus
Chairperson and one of Rae's
opponents in the 1982 leadership
convention, Mike Breaugh, publicly
suggested that Rae should start look-
ing for another career, or perhaps
move back to the Federal scene.
"We have an open party," Rae
said. "A caucus meeting is scheduled
to take place next week."
Another caucus colleague,
Richard Johnson, publicly agreed
with Breaugh's assessment the day
after the election. As Rae explained,
Johnson issued a press release claim-
ing that he had been unfairly quoted
by the Toronto Star reporter that
interviewed him.
"Richard supports my leadership,"
Rae stated.
On CBC's Dateline Ontario, a
weekly news show, Johnson was
supportive of Rae's leadership, but
critical of certain campaign
decisions. Johnson pointed out that
the NDP had 31% of the popular
support according to polls, but finish-
Ed with only 26%. Furthermore,
Johnson said that Rae was being
"unnecessarily evasive" by avoiding
the label "socialist". Rae prefers to
refer to himself as a "social demo-
crat," leading journalists to joke
about the "S-word" during the
campaign.
The new Opposition Leader was
first elected leader of the Ontario
New Democrats in 1982,after being
in the Federal Legislature as the
NDP's Critic for Finance and Hous-
ing for three years. His decision to
lead the Ontario wing of the NDP
was seen to be a great opportunity
for the party, but their poor showing
during the 1985 campaign was a
great disappointment for party work-
ers.
The 1969Rhodes Scholar studied
at Oxford University where he comp-
leted a Master's degree in political
philosophy. He then returned to his
undergraduate alma mater, the
University of Toronto, to enter law
school.
While in his undergraduate years
at U of T, Rae was active in the
student government (Students'
Administrative Council) and helped
in the restructuring of the U of T
Governing Council from a bicameral
system (Senate and Board of
Governors, as at WLU) to a uni-
cameral system. The change was
seen as a method of strengthening
the students' voice in the decision-
making at U of T.
As for his future, Rae says he and
his caucus are going to "fight for
what's right" as the official opposi-
tion. Specifically, Rae feels that
Peterson's true Conservative
colours will begin to show through,
and it will be the opposition's job to
ensure further reforms. Of major
concern are the auto insurance in-
dustry, legislation of worker health
and safety programs and that pay
equity legislation is implemented and
strengthened.
"The Premier is instinctively to
the right...very conservative," Rae
said.
While admitting that the timing of
the election made it difficult to focus
on student concerns, Rae also noted
that post-secondary issues remain a
priority.
"The big question is whether the
Liberals will match their short-term,
band-aid approach to post-
econdary education with some sort
of long range plan," Rae said.
Working on these and other issues
for the Ontario NDP is exactly what
WLU's NDP Club President Scott
Piatkowski hopes Rae will do, regard-
less of the views of other party
leaders. To Rae, Piatkowski said, "I
certainly hope you don't take his
(Breaugh's) advise."
The NDP Club leader was "glad
to hear" that Rae has "no intention"
of following Breaugh's or anyone
else's advice to leave his post as
NDP leader.
Campus beer prices continue to rise
By Eric Beyer
What's the difference between
beer nuts and deernuts?—beer nuts
are $1.49, and deer nuts are under a
buck.
Two years ago a bottle of beer at
the Turret cost $1.50. Last year it
was $1.80. This year it's $2.05.
According to WLUSU President
Dave Bussicre the increase is
necessary. Bussiere claims the
prices are presently where they
shouldbbande—and not below the stand-
ard price, as they have been the past
couple of years.
Bussiere said he would have pre-
ferred less than a 30 cent increase
last year, but said the 25 cent
increase was necessary this year.
"We were making less and less on a
bottle of beer,"he said.
The price of single shots have
kept in line with beer prices; with the
price $1.60 two years ago, $1.90 last
year, and $2.15 presently.
The Board of Directors passed
the increase at the July 25 summer
board meeting.
To pay for all the recent improve-
ments in the Student Union Building,
and to undertake more repair initia-
tives, Bussiere said the price of beer
had to go to $2.05.
Recent improvements and repairs
to the SUB, and their approximate
dollar value, are: $8,000 for new
turret speakers last October,
$15,000 for the turret roof repair,
$2,500 for the expanded walk-up
bars, and $2,000 for painting the
Turret.
Improvements still to be done
include painting the SUB stairwell at
a projected cost of $5,000, and repair-
ing the urinals for $3,000.
Combined gross revenue from
liquor sales for Wilfs and the Turret
total $584,000. WLUSU has fore-
casted a net profit of $97,505 from
the two bars.
"It (the beer price) was going to
increase sooner or later," said
Donald Blane, WLUSU's Vice-
President: Finance. Blane said
people don't go to the Turret for
"cheap drinks,"but to socialize and
"meet friends."
Beer cases are bought from
Brewer's Retail for $15.20. The $2.05
price for beer includes 10 percent
provincial sales tax.
John Karr, WLUSU's Business
Manager, said one reason for the
increased cost is the raise in servers'
salaries. The salary had to be raised
to $4.05 an hour to keep it above the
recently increased minimum wage
for Ontario, which for restaurant
and liquor servers is $3.85.
According to Karr servers at
WLUSU's, pubs have received a 50
cent wage raise in the last two years.
At University of Waterloo's
Federation Hall, the price of bottled
beer is also $2.05, with a 12 oz. draft
going for $1.75.
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Rae to "fight for what's right"
continued from page 1
Whats This?
ATARI&2OSTFM
512K RAM & 192K ROM Ml J
GEM User Interface War
MIO??n & MID I Out Ports
ST
s
Baslc
Ulat °r
And Many More Featuresl!
PLUS ATARI Hi-Res Monitor
Crisp 400 x 640 Display
Ideal for Word Processing
SPECIAL UNIVERSITY PRICE
$899
BONUS: Buy any ATARI ST Computer from Whats This? and
receive a FREE membership in our ST Preferred Customer Club.
Benefits includes 20% off Software, 15% off selected Accessories,
10% off Books & Disks, Software Rentals, Bimonthly Newsletter,
FREE loaner if equipment requires servicing and much more.
Inquire about our special university pricing on all
ATARI ST Computers and our interest-free rent-to-own.
Whats This? Inc.
103 Queen St. S.
Downtown Kitchener
744-6211
Canada's Number One Atari Dealer
HELP
HELP
HELP!
ARE YOU INTERESTED
IN A FOREIGN
SERVICE CAREER?
Getting into Canada's diplomatic service is a challenge.
Attend this FREE LECTURE on the time-saving prep seminar
which wiil improve your performance on the
1987 FOREIGN SERVICE COMPETITION
FREE LECTURE THE INSTRUCTOR
You are invited to a FREE 1-HOUR LECTURE on A former Foreign Service Officer and
the Foreign Service Competition, where you will learn university lecturer, Barry Yeates served
• how the Competition really works with the Department ol External Affairs
• what to expect in the exam and interviews as a press officer in Ottawa.
• what Foreign Service Officers do
• the profile of successful candidates Subsequently, he was desk officer for
• how Canada's only Foreign Service prep seminar Central America and the Caribbean and
will help you in the Competition Executive Assistant to the Ambassador
at the Canadian Embassy in
Washington.
PREP SEMINAR Now a private consultant and lecturer,
Mr. Yeates works with federal
The 6Vi-HOUR INTENSIVE TRAINING SESSION government departments and private-
and SPECIALLY COMPILED BRIEFING PACKAGE sector groups fostering international
will teach you development through trade activities.
• to analyse sample Foreign Service Exam
questions
• proven test-taking techniques
• the real issues and what you need to know
about them
• to use key readings and stats provided
• study shortcuts for the Exam
• skills and strategies for the Foreign Service
Interview
In the Turret
5:00 - 6:00 pm
Oct. 1,1987
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Laurier records2.4 million surplus
By Jim Lea
Wilfrid Laurier University took in
more money than it spent again last
year.
The recently released financial
statements for the year ended April
30, 1987 show revenues at
$51,399,633 and expenditures at
$48,978,172. That is a surplus of
more than $2.4 million.
In 1985-86, WLU posted a
surplus of over $2.5 million.
This past year's surplus includes
over $1.3 million in the trust and
endowment fund, of which $1.2
million is donations and gifts to, as
well as investment revenue from,
the WLU development fund.
WLU's general operating fund
budget of $36 million posted even
more of a surplus than expected for
the year of 1986-87.
"The University's Board of
Governors have established a policy
that WLU should balance its current
operating fund budget without
considering interest earned on the
investment of surplusses from
previous years," said Laurier's
comptroller Gary Lambert. "The
general operating budget had been
expected to show a slight surplus of
$5,000. Because of unanticipated
government grants and budget under-
spending the fund showed a surplus
of over $380,000."
The $380,000 surplus is more than
one percent of the total general
operating fund. When this surplus is
added to the interest on the excess
revenue from previous years, how-
ever, the general operating fund
surplus jumps to over $900,000.
The extra money from the operat-
ing fund budget is being transferred
to other areas. A new $500,000
endowment fund for graduate stud-
ent scholarships is being established
and a further $430,000 is being added
to Laurier's academic enrichment
fund.
"We usually post a surplus in our
operating budget and I'm very
pleased that we do," said WLU
President John Weir. Weir said that
such surplusses have helped estab-
lish 25 new faculty positions in recent
years.
Andrew Berczi, Laurier's Vice-
President of Planning, Finance &
Management Information Systems,
says that the operating surplus is
not surprising, given the Board of
Governors' policy on the issue.
"Most universities are budgeting for
a slight surplus. There was some
deficit-financing in the past, but it
isn't too common now", he said.
The University of Guelph posted
a $2.1 million surplus on their $135
million operating budget in 1986-87.
The Laurier financial statements
contained other details of interest.
For one thing, WLU received
$8,842,331 in academic fees over
1986-87. Which is less than 20 per-
cent of the University's total revenue
for the year.
Athletics received slightly more
than a $600,000 slice of the
University's total expenditures pie.
Faculty research received roughly
$210,000. That was boosted to over
$1 million by research funding from
other sources.
After losing over $100,000 in 1985-
86, food services showed a modest
surplus of $7215 on its revenues of
close to $2 million.
Conferences, the bookstore and
parking all at least paid for them-
selves, but Laurier lost money on its
residences. The income from the
residences fell about $40,000 short
of the $1.4 million needed to have
that sector break even.
To date construction on the John
B. Aird Arts Centre has cost $3.7
million. The building is to be com-
pleted in February 1988 and when
completed is projected to cost
Laurier $9.7 million.
Director resigns
By Diana Bronson
Matt Teeter, the sole representative of the music department on the
WLUSU board of directors, handed in his letter of resignation to
President Dave Bussiere on September 16.
He had missed "four official and maybe half a dozen unofficial
meetings," said Bussiere. Teeter did not offer an explaination as to why
he resigned in his letter, which read "I, Matt Teeter, regret to inform
WLUSU I must resign from my position of Music Director."
When contacted recently by te Cord, Teeter said he simply is "not
going to have time," and that he did not know about some of his
commitments until mid-summer. Several of the WLUSU meetings held
were during the summer. Teeter said he was told of only one of these
meetings, a meeting which he could not attend.
According to Bussiere, the time commitment for the position of
director varies greatly from person to person. Directors spend as much
time as they wish, "but they have to show up—that's the minimum
commitment," said Bussiere.
Both Teeter and Bussiere feel that the music students were not "let
down" by Teeter's absence at these meetings.
"It is still the first week of school," said Bussiere. "We still have the
majority of our work to come." Teeter wanted to see if he would have
time for WLUSU once he returned to school, but he decided he does
not.
Teeter, a member of The Official Scary Monster Party, was asked to
run by the party, but was considering entering on his own. He had no
opposition in the election, so was declared a winner, and a WLUSU
director. His platform was based on "an extensive selection of
underwear," which he says he still owns.
At the September 20, WLUSU board meeting it was decided that a
by-election for the position of Music Director would be held October 6.
All music students are eligible to run, and only music students can vote.
Nominations close on September 25. Other positions open include four
First Year Council positions, and the position of Vice-President:
University Affairs.
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CFS chair on campus
By Erika Sajnovic
Tony Macerollo, chair of the CanadianFederation of
Students'(CFS) visited Laurier Sunday September 20,
and attended a meeting of the Board of Directors of
Wilfrid Laurier University Students'Union (WLUSU).
At the meeting he spoke about student concerns and
issues that were a major concern for CFS over the
summer.
Macerollo discussed the Post-Secondary Education
Conference, which will be held in Saskatoon, Saskat-
chewan October 25 to 28. Macerollo claimed that "the
lobbying paid off."
"This is as close as we can get to something
substantial furthering provincial/federal relations," said
Macerollo. "Everything is on the agenda that could
possibly concern students."
When questioned by The Cord about the CFS and
Ontario Federation of Students' (OFS) connection,
Macerollo said that both gave excellent representation
at the federal and provincial levels. "Missing representa-
tion at any level will not give you full representation
when you need it," said Macerollo.
As to the relationship of CFS and OFS, Macerollo
said that the two organizations co-ordinate efforts, and
that there is a need for this cooperation.
"You are best represented when you've covered all
of your angles," said Macerollo. He went on to say that
federal representation was great, but without that link
in the provincial government, there may be some
difficulty in achieving what you want.
On questions concerning Meech Lake, Macerollo
said that CFS has not taken a stand yet as "the
members have not discussed it." "We are assuming
that there is the probability for some problems."
"Students should be concerned about things that
could potentially have implications on students," said
Macerollo.
Macerollo mentioned that CFS was also looking into
protecting students' interests when it came to copy
right laws and legislation. "Grad students should have
the protection and rights that would prohibit the theft
of thesis work; music students should also have the
same protection," said Macerollo.
Macerollo went on to say that the cost of keeping
photocopiers in libraries will be astronomical consider-
ing that the royalties to works within the libraries will be
quite expensive.
"Integrity of work is essential," said Macerollo.
Macerollo also discussed tax reform and the effect
that it could potentially have on students and the
questions of the status of visa/international students
and their plight within Canada.
"Things that could potentially affect students are
taken seriously by us because we are there to ensure
that the students' rights are preserved," concluded
Macerollo.
WLUSU meets again
By Erika Sajnovic
Theresignation of Music Director
Matt Teeter, absentee Music
Director, opening of nominations
for committees, installation of four
new cam us clubs and a visit by the
Canadian Federation of Students'
(CFS) Chair Tony Macerollo topped
the agenda of the Wilfrid Laurier
University Students' Union
(WLUSU) meeting September 20.
Dave Bussiere, President of
WLUSU said, "I've seen him and
actually et him (Teeter)." Teeter's
resignation came at the beginning of
last week. "He just handed it to me
and said sorry," said Bussiere.
Nominations for the position of
Music Director opened immediately
and will close September 25 at 4:30.
The election will be held October 6,
the same time as for the four elected
positions on First Year Council, and
Vice-President: University Affairs.
Jill Archer, Chair of Commission
Services and Review (CS&R)
motioned for four new clubs to be
accepted by WLUSU: WLU
Lacrosse Club, WLU Fine Arts
Club, WLU Music Therapy Club
and the WLU Ski Club.
The Ski Club was in existence
two years ago, but because of
financial difficulties, the Club went
under.
Questions arose as to whether or
not the new executive should honour
the previous Ski club debts. Arts
Director Zoltan Horcsok felt that
the previous debt of approximately
$700 should be paid off. "Clubs are
an ongoing thing, just like WLUSU
said Horcsok. A motion was passed
to give power to Don Blane, Vice-
President: Finance and Wendy
Watson, Campus Clubs Co-
ordinator to negotiate some sort of
a pay back policy. Horcsok
motioned that the repayment be
included in the budget of the 1987-88
year.
Under the report of the Uiversity
Affairs department, Tony Macerollo
addressed the BOD on issues
concerning students which were
being dealt with at CFS over the
summer. "Things have been
extremely busy," said Macerollo.
Macerollo went on to describe issues
which would effect students, or may
have potential implications for
students (see related story).
Blane gave a summation of the
procedure for the final budget, under
the report of VP: Finance. Blane
explained that the final budget would
be ready for the next BOD meeting.
Blane also discussed extra telephone
lines and answering machines. The
Finance and Building Committee
(F&B) had decided to allocate
moneys of up to $350.00 of an extra
line and an answering machine for
the Student Publications Advertising
Manager. This was on the conditions
of "technical feasibility and the
insurance that the machine will be
secure," read the motion given by
Chris Gain, chair of F&B.
Berry Vrbanovic, Vice-President:
Student Activities went over the
activities of Orientation Week and
said that "everything went extremely
well." Scott Williams, Recording
Clerk for Student Activities and
Entertainment (SA&E), motioned
to have the job descriptions for a
Winter Carnival Co-Ordinator and
Committee members accepted.
With some question as to honouraria
levels, the job descriptions were
tabled to Constitution and Opera-
tional Development (COD).
In a lighter vein, discussions arose
about a Tutorial Service opening for
students, the selection of Heather
Francis, a Business Director, and
the BOD representative on the
Honour Awards Banquet
Committee, and discussion of
coming events on the WLUSU
calendar.
The next BOD meeting will be
October 4 at 7:oopm with the
location to be announced.
Desks donated to Africa
By Sandra Haley
The Wilfrid Laurier Students
Union (WLUSU) has recently spon-
sored a school in Malawi, Africa with
money for new desks and benches.
The project, organized by World
University Service of Canada
(WUSC), is "a great tribute to the
school...and gives a great sense of
feeling for the Third World," said
Fred Nichols, Dean of Students.
The purpose of the project, accord-
ing to WLUSU is "to provide the
students of Kasungu Secondary
School with proper desks upon
which to write, and to provide them
with a place to store their books,
pens, etc."
Although the project will provide
enough desks for 56 students,many
other students will benefit since the
desks will last.
WUSC is an organization which
involves the Canadian community
in social and academic development
and which implements action in train-
ing and for technical assistance for
developing countries.
Laurier has been involved in other
WUSC events in the past, including
the Summer Program in Zimbabwe
which Laurier alumni J. David Black
experienced and a provisions supply
with a sister school in Botswana.
Laurier is one of the first schools
to provide sponsor money prior to
actually raising it first. This was
done, says Dave Bussiere, President
of the Student Union, because the
desks have to first be ordered and
then delivered; thus there is a lead
time between receiving the desks
and buying them.
"It's an amount we can absorb,"
says Bussiere, "the money is still
coming from the students, if not
through the fund raisers than from
regular student activities such as the
Turret or the Games Room."
"It is important that (we) are help-
ing other students with essentials,"
continues Bussicre, "we (students)
worryabout the cost of books, while
they don't even have desks to write
on."
This project gives students a pur-
pose, Nichols believes when
students are asked "What are you
young people doing?", they can reply
"providing desks for the Third
World."
A simple donation of twenty-five
cents from each Laurier student
Nichols concludes, would give the
students of Kasungu Secondary
School "a beautiful Christmas pre-
sent."
Fund raising will take place in the
future with event proceeds going to
Malawi, Africa instead of WLUSU.
Events to look forward to are
Theme nights in the Turret and
Caravan, an annual handcraft sale
of Third world crafts. It is also hoped
that J.David Black will return to
Laurier to speak of his time in
Zimbabwe.
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For beer's sake
Why is our student union acting like a bunch
of capitalists?
Risking a certain quota of nasty letters from
WLUSU, we thought we'd raise an issue which
hits at the heart of, and ultimately threatens a
favorite student pastime.
Wilfs is the only venue in the entire school
where one can socialize with friends or
professors in a relaxed and comfortable
ambiance. Now, if you want to grab a beer
with your colleagues at Laurier you've got to
fork out $2.05—not to mention a respectable
tip. Well yes, you say, big deal, lots of places
around K-W charge that or more. This, my
friends, is exactly the point.
The issue here is whether or not our
Student Union is using our campus pubs as a
source of income. From our perspective, this
is a twisted philosophy. Our Union, which
represents us all, should be concentrating
their efforts on providing services to students.
Inexpensive leisure activity is one of the most
important services they can provide.
Let's look at the facts. Over the past two
years WLUSU has increased the price of beer
by 37%, or 55 cents a bottle. Four years ago,
beer on campus was $1.20. Even more
shocking, in 1980 you could buy a brew for 85
cents. That's a nominal 141% increase.
If the trend continues, and you are a frosh
this year, by the time you're in fourth year,
beer will cost close to $3.50. Sure the hotels
might be charging the same...but can a student
afford it?
If you want to go somewhere with lots of
atmosphere, there are plenty of places in K-W;
but, of course, you will pay for it. And that is
your option. Granted, Wilf's is a nice place if
you're looking for something other than
plastic chairs but it is quickly becoming
economically elitist.
Even more absurd are the justifications our
friends down the hall expound. President Dave
Bussiere claims the increase was necessary to
offset improvements and repairs. Who decided
these 'improvements' were necessary? And is
that blue paint job really an improvement?
Let's face it, the Turret will never be another
Fed Hall.
Further, Fed Hall's beer prices are the same
as the Turret's—and Fed Hall has good bands
and nice comfy chairs. Now don't be misled;
we don't want the Union to bring in a bunch of
interior decorators with acoustic tiling, ferns
and wicker chairs. We don't even agree with
the Turret's new paint job. We just want
somewhere to drink, party and
dance—inexpensively.
The WLUSU executive should take into
account that the average student does not
receive a $240 monthly stipend. It's not hard
to get by on 60 bucks a week in beer money.
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NDP party for women
Guest Comment
By
Susan Wallace
Even those who are not NDP had to be impressed
with Bob Rae's, September 17th address concerning
"Equality of Women." Speaking before a large audience
in the Peter's Building, Rae touched on such issues as
equality within the home, daycare, politics (of course),
and legal and wage inequities.
He began the lecture by puttingforth the fundamental
question, "What is Sexual Equality." Sex equality does
not imply that everyone be treated exactly the same in
every circumstance. Rae concluded that sex equality
can be defined as "a common sharing of humanity." He
explained this to mean equal opportunities for both
genders to experience all aspects of being fully human
and to escape the narrow sex stereotyping we face in
many aspects of our lives.
Rae pointed out that not only is sexism degrading
and detrimental to women, but to men also. Men too,
are limited by sextyping, therefore there is a place - and
a need - for male feminists (as Rae proclaims himself to
be).
Rae concedes that although women have made great
gains in such respects as family law and occupational
opportunities, there are still many barriers to be
overcome. While the number of women in the work
force is rapidly increasing, (they now make up 44%)
they are still victims of economic discrimination. On
average, women still make only 63% of what men earn.
Rae pointed out that this discrepancy exists right
across the board; even in jobs where women prevail.
University graduates are not exempt. A male graduate
will earn, on average, $41,000 a year, while a female can
only expect $28,000. While a wage equity bill has
recently been passed, Rae expressed concern with
how it will be dealt with by the newly elected Liberal
majority, as he sees many delays and only a partial
address of the issue.
Another major topic of Mr. Rae's lecture was his view
on childcare. Not surprisingly, the NDP is in full
support of daycare. Rae sees a very urgent need for
more accessible and affordable daycare. As Rae most
accurately pointed out, day care is not necessarily a
women's issue, but it is a concern to all parents.
Rae sited many government reforms still needed for
the betterment of the position of women. The Affir-
mative Action program now in place needs to be
enforced. The Pensions Policy needs updating, and
more money should be spent on nursing homes. In
addition to this, Rae sees the need for politicians to
crack down on the hate literature aimed at women.
Although a large part of the burden for these changes
rests on the government, it is also a matter of a shift in
values. As Rae notes, many of societies views are slow
to change.
Rae said that politics itself is no longer the "men's
club"it once was. While women have for a long time
been involved, for the most part working behind the
scenes, finally they are coming forward to take their
place in the candidates race. In the recent provincial
election, a larger percentage of women ran as NDP
candidates than ever before. Rae also added that this
party percentage was higher than any other. He hopes
that by 1991, there will be an even distribution of both
sexes running for the NDP.
Rae's obvious interest and his well-informed views
concerning women's issues stimulated many questions
from the audience. His ready and concise answers
added to the overall message of the presentation. Rae's
eloquence as a speaker and his frequent anecdotes
helped to maintain the high interest level. All in all, the
evening lecture proved to be both informative and
entertaining. I was delighted to see so many people
there to enjoy it.
Laurier not a high school
Comment
By
Eric Beyer
A group of us from Laurier were loud and
boistorous standing in line to get into The University
of Guelph's student pub The Bull Ring. There was a
big guy behind us who bluntly cajoled himself into our
merriment. With total lack of tact and diplomacy he
told us he was taking Computer Science at the
University of Waterloo. We simply told him we were
from Laurier. Scarcely were the words out of our
mouths when he said (you guessed it), "Oh Yeah,
you mean the high school down the street."
It is fairly safe to state that even if Waterloo
students jokingly label us a high school, behind the
smile exists a partial belief that it is true—Laurier is a
mere high school compared with U of W. It is
reasonable to assume that students from the
university up the street needle Laurier students over
our supposed minor-leaguedness only due to their
gross ignorance of Wilfrid Laurier University. It is
safe to assume this; however, there is a kernal of
truth to the notion that Laurier operates more like a
high school than a university—and that kernal exists
in the way the administration treats the students.
Two isolated incidents which recently transpired
can be cited to prove that Dr. John A. Weir and his
friends view the students little differently than
would a high school principal view his teenage pupils.
These two events were the arbitrary implementation
of the smoking policy, which showed zero adherence
to the desires of students, and the more recent
introduction of a new music policy, which limits the
freedom of students.
Only after the smoking policy was in full gear, with
projected eradication of smoking from Laurier major
planned for January 1988, did the administration
through announcements made by a Nurse Health
Educator Connie Kowalski make any outward
gestures toward the students. At a June 1,
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information session Kowalski met with Dean of
Students Fred Nichols, and WLUSU President Dave
Bussiere, among others. Is it any wonder that
Bussiere had to be present for the session, because
Kowalski, with the Canadian Cancer Society and
probably a zealous non-smoker, "stressed (quoting
from the Cord) acceptance was needed by those the
policy would att'ect." It was a tainted good-will gesture
towards the students because Kowalski was not
going to negotiate Laurier's implementation of the
smoke-free policy—it had already started. At the
information session nobody asked the WLUSU
President, "We!! Dave, what do the think
about Laurier becoming srr.oke-free?"
Presently, students that smoke must feel like the
pariah of Laurier. A smoker has to crank his head
360 degrees to check for non-smoking signs before
he can be sure it's allowable to smoke. Is anybody
really surprised when they see the maliciously
scratched no-smoking sign on the middle door
between the SUB, and the Concourse? Not really.
Perhaps minor vandalism is one of the few ways
students can express themselves to the
administration. The last time I was at U of W's
Campus Centre I saw a sign on the information desk
which stated that students were asked not to smoke.
The sign possessed the aura of compromise and
congeniality. "Gee," I thought to myself, "Students
must count a little bit in this university."
The details of the music policy have been well
publicized, therefore there is no need to give it again.
One can safely say that it creates a substantial
change in the career life of the average music
student. Whereas in the past a student could arrange
contacts and pursue outside gigs with freedom
through the course of the school year; now, with the
implementation of the policy, they must know of all
their extracurricular activities at the start of the year
and put it in the form of a letter to the Dean.
One cannot arbitrarily say whether this new policy
is yooa or bad, positive or negative (happy or sad);
however, one does know the amount of student
opposition to the policy: quite a bit. With their being
opposition to the policy it should have prompted the
Dean of Music, Dr. Gordon Greene, to proceed with
the implementation in a very conciliatory manner
with students. Dr. Greene he was surprised with
the amount of backlash to the new policy, but one
must douht hiyh'iy that he could not see, whsn h?
was drafting up the new policy, the storm warnings in
the relative disciplinary excessiveness of the calender
addendum. When push comes to shove students
aren't always going to comply like it dcfsn't matter.
I'm not an administrator so I have little advice for
Dr. Greene on how he might have adopted the policy
in a more conciliatory manner. I do know that he
could have done less to sneak it under the students'
noses at the May 12, Senate meeting and more to
realize that students (who definitely are adults) aren't
children to be directed this way and that, at every
whim of the administration. Sometimes it's hard to
believe that Laurier even has grad students in their
mid-twenties or older (they're adults for sure), and a
grad student association the administration has
refused to officially recognize.
Dr. Weir, do you see what I'm trying to say?—
don't let that big doink standing behind us in the line-
up to The Bull Ring be right; we're not a high school.
And no, I don't think it is enough of a goodwill
gesture to see you at Golden Hawk football games
once in a while, decked out with your full Laurier
regalia—most of the students don't recognize you
anyway. There may not be as many of us at Laurier
as there are at the university up the street, but we
are adults (capable of making mature decisions).
Letters
To The
Editor
Policy should not harness students
As an outside but interested obser-
ver, I fear that the current con-
troversy in the Music Faculty (see
last week's Cord) may overshadow
one key point: that extra-curricular
musical opportunities for students
can often supplement, enrich, and
enliven their formal learning, es-
pecially with some faculty encourage-
ment and indeed utilization of those
outside experiences.
In my counselling with Music
students trying to build confidence
in performing, I know that there is
no substitute for "real-life" ex-
perience sharing music with a "real"
audience that will appreciate the
student's skills at their current level
of development - whether at a wedd-
ing, a church service, or some other
amateur (or paid) event. Without
some such positive reinforcement
along the way, even the familiar
master class sometimes becomes a
discouraging exercise in self-confid-
ence, self-criticism, and seemingly
endless preparation while never
being "good enough". Musical tech-
nique must be practiced and hope-
fully learned insuch a teaching environ-
ment, but for many students it never
really unblocks or flows or fully
flowers without the aid of some
confidence-building experience out-
side of any classroom.
Some outside activities may in-
deed compete or conflict with
academic demands, as we know
from past experience. With or with-
out the new "reporting" policy, the
Administration will naturally need to
maintain some degree of order in its
exam schedules, class schedules,
assignment deadlines, and Faculty-
sponsored musical activities. Teach-
ing faculty will naturally discourage
outside activity that actually harms
a student's musical capability. And
Music students will naturally have to
make some tough choices accord-
ingly, and become skilled time manag-
ers! Whether all of this really de-
mands a formal reporting policy that
is bound to place everyone in a
somewhat more bureaucratic, patern-
alistic, and generallyunpleasant relation-
ship is not for me to judge.
However, I hope that it does not
discourage the kind of extra-
curricular involvement known to be
associated with the eventual success
of university students in general and
that it does not discourage the kind
of real-life experience harnessed in
Co-op or Internship programs in so
many other areas (including Music
Therapy).
Dale Fogle
Counselling Services
More on
America
Hey kids! A summer of Platoon,
Full Metal Jacket and Hamburger
Hill not quite enough for you? Does
one really need to discuss the merits
of good ole boy Ollie North's "star-
status" in the pages of the Cord?
Personally I'm looking forward to
Schwartzenegger mouth-breathing
the classic line "It was a dirty job, but
somebody had to do it" through a
chewed stogie(not a Havana, for
God and Country's sake) in the
kneepads
kneepods (n) ne pads the greater domain
kncwn as post-secondaryeducation which
exists as a ray of salvation to stagnant and
hopeless teenagers faced wtth the miseries
of future decisions, lost love and archaic
thinking parents.
Welcome to McDonald University and
the newest dormatory, Sinatra House,
dedicated by Frank Sinatra In conjunction
with the Gamblnl Family.
It's Frosh week, thetime when nervous first
year students must be oriented Into atotally
new lifestyle. A time when highschool's A
pluses will soonbecome a lost memory and
survival will depend soleyuponthe thickness
of one's kneepadsl
Question
of the Week
By Mike Wert and William Penny
Have you been eating well since your return to school?
Yes. Mommy's bread keeps me
well fed
Kam Gopal
Ist year Arts
Better than at home
Brenda Lewis
2nd year Info Booth
A staple diet of carbohydrates from
beer and spaghetti
Aaron Ferraccioli
3rd year Poli Sci
Mother's fine french cuisine keeps
my motor runnin
Dave McMullin
3rd year pool shark
No, becausc I have been forced to
cook for myself
Chris Campbell
3rd year Poli Sci
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Students ignored at WLU
continued from page *0
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soon-to-be-released movie "All the
President's Boy Scouts".
Seriously though, I'd like to
suggest to anyone wishing to define
American policy "on their doorstep"
(which according to the C.I.A.
stretches from Mexico to the south-
ern tip of Chile, just a stone's throw
or a cruise missile away, see a map)
that they begin with the Monroe
Docterine (circa 1822), and not at
1945. U.S. interests in South and
Central America were being establish-
ed when Marx was a boy and Lenin
not even a light in his parent's eyes.
Even a brief survey of the history of
Central American nations reveals
that in this century U.S. intervention
and economic exploitation occurred
long before there was any Soviet
"influence" in the area. If Ollie and
the boys land in Nicaragua,
it will only be a sequel to a bad movie
shot in the 1920'5. In this spotlitght
Ronnie no longer shines as the all
mighty defender of Truth and
Justice, but rather as a lame cue-
card reader of a century and a half
old script of the American Way.
Rod Crocker
What WLUSU doesn't tell you
By Shawn Giilck
i>oowords6oowords6oowords6oowords6oowords6oowords6oo-words6oowords6oowords6oowords6oowords6oowords6ooword-600words600words600words600words600words6
Election Time or What WLUSU Docs Not Tel!
You.
Vice President: University Affairs
Remuneration: Monthly stipend of 240 dollars &
resume filler.
Job Description: The V.P. of U.A. is an Executive
Officer of a renowned corporate entity with a
distinguished history. Responsibilities include
conducting liasons with fellow dignitaries and
luminaries, while maintaining an atmosphere of solid
public relations at the grass roots level.
Qualities:
1. The ability to manage money with a thorough
understanding of creative bookkeeping;
2. An appreciation for the dying art of conservatism;
3. Extensive time management skills; in particular
being able to accomplish the least possible work in
the greatest amount of time (references helpful);
4. Ability to selectively edit and condense available
information for the benefit of your subordinates;
5. Proven capacity to lead while ostensibly listening
to the advice of your peers;
6. An in-depth understanding and active appreciation
of the vagaries of hierarchical systems;
7. Adaptability to environmental and climatic
changes;
8. Constant awareness and concern for the
implications of policy decisions;
Benefits:
The successful candidal? will have the use of a
posh private office with a subdued ust facinating
view. Your office is fully equipped with executive
furnishings and secretary. Optional accessories
include decor, full smoking privileges and proven
public relations team.
This package also includes access to and utilization
of the various departments of your corporation, not
least of which is your frequently accesspH
thoruuynly broken in iegai referal centre.
Finally, a familiarity with the evolution of
rudimentary collective organisms (i.e. Paramecium)
will prove to be of considerable value to the fully
qualified candidate.
* Cautionary Note: The former position holder
(whose departure has been the source of
considerable lamentation) has a word of advice to
any potential successors. He bids you to study the
life of Julius Caesar, and pleads with you to be aware
the Ides of March, and August, and November, June,
February, etc. etc.
Duty is to advise womenfrosh
By Jill Kobelak
Ahh... University! The satisfaction
of higher education, the joys of
self-actualization, the prospect of
the betterment of society through
shared understanding. And the
parties.
I'd like at this time to extend a
special welcome to the Frosh
readers, those both on and off
campus, and to set the scene for
what is undoubtedly to come.
Read carefully, so that you might
be forewarned.
Scene 1: Residence Floor
Party. A theme is chosen to
determine the evening's attire, the
more popular ones being Rocky
Horror Picture Show or Pimps and
Prostitutes (surprise, surprise).
The hosting floor pays a visit to its
guests to deliver the invitation, and
to get a good once-over while
sobriety still enables them to do
so. The guests arrive forty-five
minutes late (fashionably), only to
discover that their hostesses/hosts
are each four/nine beers ahead of
them (also fashionably). The night
progresses in a haze of great
music, remnants,
porcelain pals and incriminating
(yearbook) photos.
Scene 2: Classes. Your parents
are convinced that 8:30 classes
would be a good idea. "You can
get that class over with first thing
in the morning and get your day
started." They of course
underestimated your ability to
powernap. If you make the 8:30
class, you sleep through the 1:00
class. If you skip your 8:30 class,
you feel obligated to offer creative
justifications to your uninterested
roommate, ("I'm allergic to
congruent thought"), which is
almost as much work as the class
itself.
Scene 3: The Turret. You will
soon learn that your campus pub
offers you the best value: it has the
cheapest beer in town (second
only to the 2-for-l drafts at the Old
English Parlour) and free
entertainment. What
entertainment you ask?
Well, there is the occasional
over-indulger being escorted
elsewhere by Laurier's finest, and
at least one clod per evening
spilling a pizza slice on a new piece
of white clothing. Otherwise, you
might enjoy playing a vigorous
game of shuffleboard or reading
the embarrassing messages
displayed on the video screen
which you submit to the DJ for 25
cents each. In general, the Turret
is where most campus gossip
originates, so don't miss out.
And, like it or not, 1 would be
shirking my duties as a reflective
fourth year if I didn't pass along
some motherly advice to the Frosh
women. Never before have you
been in such a haven of good-
looking, available men. They are
fun, sexy and conveniently
closeby. Many are also out from
under their parents' wing for the
first time and could be out to take
full advantage of that new
revelation! Bear in mind that you
have three or four years here, so
take your time. In life (as in the
soaps!) it seems the strongest
relationships are those that started
in friendship.
And for the Frosh men, my
motherly advice is this: separate
your coloured laundry from your
whites!
We're here to learn
By Allison Vale
Okay you biz knobs, laugh it up. Yes, I'm really taking a course on
the psychology of emotion. Really. And if one more of you asks me
where an emotion credit's going to get me I may be forced to stuff a
loony dollar down your throat, just for the irony of it all.
Now, I know a class on emotion doesn't fail into the typics! reading,
'riting and 'rithmatic catagory of education, nor does it fall into the ever-
popular Introduction to Microeconomics or Managerial Decision-
Mfikjnq Skills sector, but nevertheless it does have a value of its own.
But trying to convince anyone with dollar signs for pupils of this
possibly not so obvious fact; is like trying to sleep through last week's
annua! 4 a.m. residence gachie raid, impossible
People keep telling me that we're participating in higher learniriy SO
we can make money, and if that's the case I'm doing something
drastically wrong because I've never been so broke or in debt in my life.
In fact, I may be forced to take a part-time job to cover Thursday night
drinking costs, now that the price of beer in the Turret has risen an
unprecidented 15 cents.
Let's face it, the "I'm here to get rich someday theory" just doesn't
hold water. Western students have been heard to say the same thing
and they're already rich. So what's my point, you impatient biz knobs
are thinking. State it, you say, and then back up your point or
prediction with a graph, statistical documentation, and a written
reference from Lee lacocca. My point is, is that no matter what you say,
we're not here because we believe that all this money and mental
anguish will lead us to wealth and, always close behind, happiness. We
hope it will but we could be run over by a truck tomorrow and then
what's all this for? We're here for the same reason; I'm taking the
psychology of emotion...because it feels good. Because we want to be a
part of the atmosphere, feel that university experience and in order to
do that we have to take classes. It says so on our registration forms.
Whether it's business or women's studies we're here because there's
no place like Laurier, and one day you non-sentimental biz knobs are
going to recognize your real motivation for suffering through Statistics
275.
We're not here to make money. We're here to have fun and learn a
lot in the process, and if we profit from it in the future. ..bonus. But if the
stockmarket crashes in 2001 and we lose everything we own, well still
have had a terrific four years and you can't put a pricetag on a great
time. The numbers just don't go high enough.
So if I want to spend hours writing in my emotional journal and you
want to spend hours attending fake negotiation meetings, that's okay.
We'll cheer the football Hawks to victory over Western together, no
matter how many cheerleaders Western brings. And 111 be just as
nervous before my psyc exam as you'll be before your biz exam. The
only difference is, I'll probably pass. So I won't laugh at the looks on
your faces during intergrated case studies as long as you don't kill
spiders with my Leo Buscaglia books. Deal?
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The Scene
Lone Stars shine bright:
City Hotel keeps rockin
By Cori Cusak
Out of this world, out of this
mind, out of this love for
you.
Jamie Robbie Robertson
Those crazy rockabilly cats The
Lone Stars were back shaking the
City Hotel over the Homecoming
week-end.
The Lone Stars are a combination
of two old rockabilly bands, Bowlers
From Hell and Skinny Jim and the
Wildcat Strike. Playing cover
versions of music ranging from
Johnny Cash to Gene Vincent, the
five members in the band are each
incredibly talented in their own right.
The band opened the show with
Jerry Lee Lewis's Great Balls Of
Fire which brought a pair of jivers to
the dance floor. They jumped into
Eddie Cochran's Twenty Flight
Rock, and "Billy" Holly's That'll Be
The Day; both definite crowd
pleasers. They packed the dance
floor for the rest of the night.
Highlights of the first set included
Warren Smith's Übangi Stomp,
You're So Square and Big Hunk of
Love, both by "Dennis" Presley, a!!
songs highlighting vocalist Brad
Hockin's unique singing style. His
form is very similar to more obscure
rockabilly artists like Benny Joy and
Groovey Joe Poovey.
An original tune that w?s written
by lead guitarist Jeff Perkins, Lucky
One was a crowd favourite of the
first set. Perkins also sang Gene
Vincent's Be Bop A Lula during the
first set. He has a powerful voice and
has started becoming more com
ortable in the limelight. Perkins has
the talent to pick up the more
difficult rockabilly guitar licks in the
songs the band has chosen.
One thing that the Lone Stars do
especially well is closing out a set.
They choose songs that leave the
crowd wanting more. The first set
was no exception. They ended with
Secret Agent Man, and the crowd
was reluctant to leave the dance
floor.
After a short break the Lone
Stars came back on stage and lept
into Eddie Cochran's Summertime
Blues. They followed up with
Drinkin' Wine Spo-dee-o-dee, an old
Johnny Burnette tune, and a couple
of Stray Cats songs. Hockin,
although he successfully mimics the
'hiccup' style of singing prevalent in
the 1950'5,was not convincing doing
the Stray Cats as his voice is not
suited to covering this particular
band.
The band played Eddie Cochran's
Skinny Jim as a tribute to the
legendary Laurier band, Skinny Jim
and the Wildcat Strike. A surprise
special appearance by Bill Anderson,
former drummer for the Wildcat
Strike, highlighted the second set.
Joining the band onstage, Anderson
performed Somethin' Else, the one
song he had the lead vocal duties
with Skinny Jim.
Beesley took over the mike again
late in the second set to belt out
Johnny Burnett's Lonesome Train.
Beesley is an incredible performer,
with an overabundance of stage
presence. His on stage antics and
infectious grin create a party
atmosphere that is felt by everyone.
Rockabilly Boogie, yet another
Johnny Burnette cover, wound up
the second set and the band left the
audience aching for more.
By the start of the third set several
people had left, but the g
die-hards were net
Hockin, who had leaping off
the all f„ght, continued in this
vein,—sometimes running up to
Those seated at the front tables.
By far, the best songs of the final
set were My Way, a Cochran cover,
and Hippy Hippy Shake, featuring
Kevin Beesley on vocals. The last
tune of the set was the Johnny Cash
standard, Folsom Prison Blues,
which got the remaining people
dancing.
The audience was not about to let
the band leave without playing an
encore. Their beefed-up version of
It's A Long Way To Tipperary began
like a hick country song, and finished
with the band thrashing-out the tune.
The Lone Stars have now been
together for about a year, and have
developed their own style. They
have added more songs to their
repertoire and the bandmembers
have started feeding off each other's
unique style and energy. Hockin has
since developed a nasal Texan
twang. Although funny at first, it
begins to grate slightly on the nerves
by the end of the show. It £ 1(j,
however, become a {Qr some
jokes by the ot r^ bdnd memb ers.
• r.S'y are a polished band with an
abundance of talent. If you missed
them at the City Hotel, they will be
playing in Toronto around
Halloween and ar-e hoping to play
the Turret sometime this year.
From their clothes (and this time
Jeff had cool pants on as well as a
wicked bolo tie), to the music, to
their over all style, The Lone Stars
are definitely rockabilly at its best.
—— photos by Cori Cusak-i
Rockabilly hipster Brad Hockin belts out a tune (top), while fellow Lone Star
Kevin Beesley (above right) is caught in one of his few stationary moments
on stage. Atright, guitarist Jeff Perkins shares the limelight with ex-Wildcat
Striker Bill Anderson.
Friday flavour at Turret with added Spice
By Cori Cusak and Sarah Hayward
Last Friday night Spice had the Turret
swaying to their special brand of soca; an
upbeat blend of reggae and calypso music.
The five-member band from Barbados
were scheduled to perform in the Quad as
part of Homecoming, but poor weather
forced them inside. Although the weather
was unfavourable, it did nothing to dampen
the spirits of the returning alumni and
present students who attended the show.
Spice have played Laurier several times in
the past year and have impressed enough
people to earn areputation for being fun and
free spirited. This show was no exception.
From the moment the band took the stage
the dance floor was packed.
The first set included such covers as You
■£ag-C*ll \Ao A 1 h,, Pan) Simon- Red Red
Wine; Hot, Hot, Hot; and the Bob Marley
tune Jammin'; as well as several originals. A
polished and professional band, Spice
occasionally came across as a bit too slick.
Several times during the first set the band
seemed introverted and unaware of the
audience. They rarely reached out and
involved the crowd. Lead singer Alan
Sheppard seemed to drift away and often
appeared absorbed in the music.
Percussionist Michael "Smasher" Cadogan,
however, was a source of amusement and
energy throughout the night.
Each member of the band is talented.
They have been playing together for ten
years, and although they started with no
musical training, each individual excells in
his area of specialty.
Between sets, vocalist Alan Sheppard
chatted with The Cord in the TV Lounge.
He said the band has remained together
through the years because of"consideration
and understanding". When they first started
out, the band played lots of cover tunes—
including Jump by Van Halen—because the
audiences in the Barbados were anxious to
hear the hot hits in America. Coming to
Canada helped the band break out of that
pattern. "You know right away if you feel
good or if you're an imposter," said
Sheppard.
When asked when he thinks the band will
have finally 'made it', Sheppard indicated to
the TV and said, "Television is the point—
that's it, you're there."
Spice are not trying to spread political
messages with their music, they merely
want others to enjoy it. Soca, the type of
music they play, "is made for dancin', so if
you forget about all the problems for the
three minutes of the sonq then the music
has done something," Sheppard explained.
The second set proved Spice is able to
make people forget the headaches of life and
relax. The band played a mixture of covers
and originals that ranged from mellow to
bopping. Some highlights were Stir It Up,
Stand By Me, Lean on Me, and a La
Bamba/Twist and Shout medley that had
the entire crowd singing. When they closed
the show, many weary patrons waited for an
encore, but none came—regular Turret
music followed the band's departure from
the stage.
An all around successful evening, Spice
managed to envoke a favourable response
from the usually apathetic Turret crowd.
For those of you who just can't get enough
good reggae/calypso, they will be performing
Friday night at The Diamond Club in
downtown Toronto. a
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An 'original' fan's view
U2 b-sides offer more to look for
by Michael Wert
If you were a U2 fan way back in the old
days you could rest assured that if you went
to a local club, the disc jocke;< :
a) wouldn't have any U2 music
b) if he had some wouldn't be aiiowed to play it
'cause no-one would dance ?r,a he'd get fired
c) wouldn't know "who Or what you were
talking about
Wh.JTi i say the early days, I am referring to
before 1983 (when War came out). Still, even
with the critical and commercial success of
the album, led by anthems New Years Day
and Sunday Bloody Sunday, many clubs
wouldn't have anything to do with U2. As a U2
fan, this situation had to be taken with a
measure of ambivalence.
Although you couldn't hear your favorite
band at clubs, because they didnot fit into the
mainstream, at least your music wasn't being
napalmed by radio overkill.
Which brings us to The Joshua Tree.
Again, ambivalence is the key. The over-
whelming success of The Joshua Tree is
great... sort of. The music is so good it has
penetrated the sou! of so, §° many. For the
band this is a major triumph. Their belief that
positivism can bring about change in attitudes
on an individual level has been achieved on
The Joshua Tres—but they have won over
too individuals.
Again, add another dash of ambivalence.
The tragedy of U2's success is twofold:
a) their songs are being overplayed on the
radio
b) loyal fans may never get the opportunity to
see them again
For those of us who have been there from
the beginning, there is but one refuge for
1987: the b-sides of The Joshua Tree singles.
So far The Joshua Tree has produced
three singles: With or Without You, I Still
Haven't Found What I'm Looking For, and
Where the Streets Have No Name. Currently
there are seven tracks available on 12-inch
and 45 rpm that don't appear on the album.
On the flip-side of With or Without You
appear two tracks: In Luminous Times (Hold
on to Love) and Walk to the Water. Both of
these tracks are slow and niieu with 50ul and
scripture. Great songs for those who were
able to make the jump from War to The
Unforgettable Fire, but maybe a touch too
heavy on ad-lib and light on polish for the new
breed of U2 fans (the screaming 14 year-old
girls). Walk to the Water is an eerie tale of two
dead-end people searching for a new
beginning.
On the b-side of I Still Haven't Found What
I'm Looking For is a piece of rock n' roll
magic, called bpanish Eyes. The Edge's guitar
pierces the night air from a distance until
Larry Mullen's drums and Adam Clayton's
bass crash, and - launch into a beat that
produces a high of mesmerization. Oh, and
Bono mumbles something about "crossing
the world" for Spanish eyes with lots of "hsh
hehs"and high-pitched wailings. Spanish Eyes
is followed by Deep In the Heart which is
along the line of Walk to the Water. Again,
emphasis is placed on atmosphere rather
than message.
Where the Streets Have No Name is the
latest single to be released from The Joshua
Tree. If you buy the 12-inch as opposed to the
45 you get an extra instrumental-styled track
called Race Against Time. It is a cool, movie
soundtrack type of song but not worth the
extra dough.
The highlight of the latest single is the
inclusion ofBono's Silverand Gold performed
U2 style. Bono's Silver and Gold recorded
with Ron Wood and Keith Richards appeared
on the Artists Against Apartheid record as a
bonus track. Done U2 style, Silver and Gold
is the fiery expression ofanger at apartheid.
The Edge combines the washboard, effect
sty!?, of Pride with the crashing, stabbing style
on Indian Summer Sky to express his guitar's
rage. Mullen and Clayton echoe The Edge
with lots of pounding drum and bumping
bass, while an outraged Bono literally screams
your ear off. The Sweetest Thing is the final
track on the single and can best be described
as Lou Reed jamming with Queen.
What the b-sides to The Joshua Tree offer
the listener is the direction of U2 in the future.
The Edge has already admitted that the band
may be tiring of the rock n' roll scene. Playing
larger venues has made it more difficult for
them to maintain the close bond between
band and audience. The Edge has expressed
interest in going to a more folk-like style. His
current influence is Hank Williams, and Bono
is into Willie Nelson. So, if you happen to be in
the midwest of the U.S.A and you see an
advertisement for The Dalton Brothers, don't
be surprised to see the names Larry Mullen
Jr., Adam Clayton, Bono, and The Edge—
with Willie Nelson or Robbie Robertson.
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Change of Heart beats in the City
By Steve McLean
Last Friday night was a busy one
for live music in Waterloo. Some
time after 9:00 pm I showed up at
The Huether Hotel (formerly The
Kent) to catch a few of the acts for
the opening night of the Kitchener-
Waterloo Jazz-Fest. After three
songs by The Solar Saxophone
Quartet, and a glass of the hotel's
home-brewed draught, it was time
to hike down King Street to The
City Hotel to see No Mind and
Change of Heart.
After mellowing out to four
seasoned sax players, it was quite
an aural shock when Toronto
speed-core merchants No Mind,
mounted the stage. The four-piece
band whirred their way through their
45-minute set of originals, often
without a rest in between their break-
neck paced songs. The guitarist and
bassist kept up a frantic tempo while
the vocalist indulged himself in short
bursts of animation, while shouting
over the din coming from the rest of
the band. No Mind has released a
cassette and has also made a con-
tribution to an upcoming compilation
album. If you are into listening to
The Bad Brains, Raw Power, Black
Sabbath (admittedly only on one
brief but memorable guitar break)
or any of a host of other groups
featured in and on Maximum Rock
and Roll, then you might want to
check out No Mind. If not, then give
your eardrums a break and buy the
new Michael Jackson album so that
he can afford some more facial
surgery.
What Change of Heart lacked in
sheer volume, they more than made
up for with eclecticism. Singer and
guitarist lan Blurton has a voice with
a distinctive country twang and
Friday he was wearing a Meat
Puppets T-shirt, so there is one
obvious influence taken care of.
Percussionist Mike Armstrong's
occasional saxophone breaks helped
to vary the music and on one par-
ticular song, the band sounded very
much like London's Sheep Look
Up. As a whole though, I would have
to say that Change of Heart reminds
me of Husker Du proteges, Soul
Asylum. Change of Heart has
released two albums and judging by
the healthy size of the crowd (tepid
as their show of appreciation was),
their popularity seems to be growing.
Their product is now licensed
through Fringe, which should aid
them in reaching a wider audience
as their sound is not that
uncommercial. Maybe with luck we
will soon be seeing Change of Heart
on more radio playlists.
After the Change of Heart gig it
was time to sprint back downto The
Huether to catch the last few
selections from the Eric Stach Free
Music Unit and what they call their
"completely spontaneous stream of
consciousness' music." They
finished their set around 1:00 am,
leaving just enough time for me to
hop in my Monza and drive home to
see Buckwheat Zydeco perform a
song from his new album on the
Letterman show.
All in all, it was a busy Friday night
spentenjoying a wide ranging variety
of musical styles. Let's hope that
local venues in the area keep it up,
so that we can keep on enjoying
great live music all year long.
Change of Heart's lan Blurton, above, combined ecclectic music with
country twang vocals to provide an entertaining show last Friday at the
City Hotel Cord photos by Steve McLean
Aerosmith return to do what they do best!
By Tony Van Noggeren
Ina year where many young bands
are prospering from ripping off
Aerosmith's style, it is refreshing to
see the originals return to do what
they do best!
Choosing Bruce Fairbairn to pro-
duce their new album was probably
based on the success Bon Jovi
enjoyed with their Bruce Fairbairn
produced album. Another change
for Aerosmith is seven of the twelve
songs on Permanent Vacation were
co-written with outside writers such
as Desmond Child, Jim Vallance
and Holly Knight. They also cover
The Beatle song I'm Down.
Heart's Done Time, Magic Touch,
Hangman Jury, Dude (Looks Like A
Lady), and Rag Doll are all
spectacular songs. The ballad Angel
is also a great tune and the
instrumental The Movie is very
tasteful.
Aerosmith's 1985 release Done
With Mirrors suffered from poor
packaging (to read the album cover
you had to hold it to a mirror), and a
lack of demand for music in the
Aerosmith vein. Since then, bands
such as Cinderella, Poison, Faster
Pussycat, and Guns N Roses have
gained success with music that is
heavily influenced by Aerosmith. It
is only fitting that Aerosmith return
to claim the piece of the pie that is
rightfully theirs, and withPermanent
Vacation they should achieve it.
If you are worried about new
music sounding reserved, con-
servative, and generally very safe
then Appetite For Destruction is an
album for you. Guns N' Roses are
not afraid to throw caution to the
wind. The band features the talents
of W. Axl Rose (lead vocals), Slash
(lead, rhythm and accoustic guitars),
Izzy Stradlin' (Rhythm and lead
guitars),Duff "Rose" McKagan (bass
guitar) and Steven Adler (drums)
whose names give away the fact
these guys are very radical.
With music that bears influences
of Aerosmith and AC/DC, Guns N'
Roses have managed to acheive a
certain degree of originality in their
songs.
Side G (could this stand for
"Guns'?) opens with Welcome to
Waterloo radio: a teenage wasteland?
By Cori Cusak
As I was lying around my house last
weekend trying to dream up something to
comment on for this paper I found myself
listening to the radio.
Living in a basement apartment doesn't
allow for great freedom of radio stations to
listen to so I was listening to CHYM's "All-
Request Night". Aw, come on, don't laugh.
As much as you may hate to admit it, when
you want to know if it is worth getting out of
bed in the morning you probably flick on
CHYM to hear the weather. If it snows a
foot over night CHYM's the one that delivers
the wonderfulnews that the school is closed.
1 mean, they wouldn't be number one in the
region if no one listened to them, would
they?
Listening to the radio got me thinking
about the choice of stations that we in
Kitchener-Waterloo have. I am not talking
about the Toronto stations those lucky
enough to have a stereo can pick up, I am
referring to the stations in this market. The
-Otherradio stations from Toronto to Buffalo
will be discussed in an upcoming radio
guide, soon to appear in the Cord.
CHYM is number one. There is no
disputing that fact because the ratings books
prove it time and time again. They cater to
all kinds of people. Most people think there
are few alternatives to CHYM, but surprise!
There are lots. Now aren't you glad to read
the Cord to find out earth shattering
information like this?
AM 96 in Cambridge is a bit like CFTR in
Toronto. They play pop music for young
peop e—top 40 stuff. CKKW in Kitchener is
geared to older people, being a solid gold
station, ditto for CJOY in Guelph.
On the FM side of the dial, there is CFCA
(CKKW's sister station) which is old
people/elevator music, and CKLA in Guelph
is after the same demographic. Neither
holds too much appeal for the university
crowd. CKMS (University of Waterloo's
alternative station) appeals to those who a)
know it exists, and b) like 'eclectic' music.
CKWR is another volunteer radio station in
Waterloo that no one knows about. It is
okay, but very amateur. CKGL, the sister
station to CHYM, is great if you like The
Judds and Willie Nelson. About the best of
the bunch is the "all-new" DC-103, in
Orangeville. It's only drawback is that all the
voices sound automated (which could be).
They do play non-stop music, which is
always great for parties.
So, there is a wide choice of stations to
listen to, but why is there nothing that
appeals to the average university/col-
lege/high school student? There certainly is
a large market for it, with two universities
and a college within one half hour of each
other, not to forget the U of Goo up the road
a few miles. That is not even including the
countless high schools in the area. Why, in
this market, is there no CHUM-FM? No
Q-107? No CFNY?
If had some money (here I go dreaming
again) I'd start up a radio station. 0.K., I do
have an alterior motive; I want to be a radio
announcer, but I do see the potential for a
station geared to those from the ages of
15-30.Radio is there for the listeners(if there
were no listeners, there would be no radio)
and this huge section of the population in
this market is virtually being ignored.
I think I would make my radio station a
combination of the most successful ideas for
the young market. I would have something
like the Q-Morning Zoo, with the profes-
sionalism and money of CHUM-FM, a little
of the music and off-the-wall antics of CFNY,
combined with the news and weather
services of CHYM. That way I could grab
everyone who's floating around in that
nowher zone of having no favourite local
radio sation. The station couldn't help but
become a success.
Until I can afford to do that, and that may
not be for a very long time the way my
student loans are piling up, I guess 111 just
have to be content to let Greg Rennie keep
me company while I am studying late at
night. I can still phone the all-request
Saturday night where I at least have a
chance ofhearing my favourite songs. Either
that or some wonderful person with lots of
money who wants to invest in a radio station
can hire me as the station's Program
Director. I am open to all employment
offers.
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the Jungle, a raunchy tune that gives a good indication
of what lies ahead, both lyrically and musically. This is
also the first video from Appetite For Destruction. It's
So Easy follows, and is easily the best song on the
album. Paradise City is an emotional song that could
get some airplay, due to the fact it is void of the
obscenities present on the other songs.
Side R ("Roses" perhaps?) contains six tracks, each
as astounding as the tunes on Side G. The opener, My
Michelle gives a good indication of Guns N' Roses
raunchy, devil-may-care, attitude without being too
obscene, as the opening line indicates "Your daddy
works in porno now that mommy's not around." Think
About You, Sweet Child of Mine, Your're Crazy,
Anything Goes, and Rocket Queen all maintain Guns
N' Roses standard of good songwriting flavoured with
amusing lyrics.
If Guns N' Roses refuse to compromise their music
for commercial acceptance, they could very well evolve
into a supergroup.
Pick-Up Artist never gets off the ground
By Cori Cusak
Molly Ringwald, queen of the pout,
is back starring in a new movie
called The Pick-Up Artist. The 570-
CHYM sponsored premiere was
held last Thursday and those lucky
(or unlucky) enough to win passes
were allowed a sneak peek at the
film before it was released to the
general public.
Ringwald plays Randy Jensen, a
young museum tour guide who is
trying to raise $25,481.00 to pay off a
gambling debt incurred by her
alcoholic father.
The pick-up artist is 21 year-old
Jack Jericho (played by Robert
Downey), an elementary school
teacher with a constant desire to
hustle women. Much of the movie
revolves around Jericho's "bad luck"
with his pick-ups.
Jericho first sees Jensen in a bar
one night, and watches an exchange
between her and the loan sharks,
who want her to act as a prostitute
for one of their very influential
friends. If the audience was not
aware that Ringwald was the star of
the movie, the significance of this
scene would be lost.
The first meeting of the two lead
characters is about as tacky as an
Impulse Body Spray commercial.
Jericho spots Jensen on the street,
steals a rose and chases her until
she stops. Her response is what the
Impulse dealers want you to believe
will happen after the commercial
ends—she gets in his car. Ringwald
sheds the virginal image that she has
built in her previous films as fast as
she sheds her clothes in the front
seat of his car.
The movie crawls from there.
The plot is naive and at times
implausible, while the pace is barely
faster than a snail inching its way
across boiling pavement.
ThePick-Up Artist is a typical boy
meets girl, girl rejects boy, boy does
nice thing for girl, and girl loves boy
story that takes place during the
course of 48 hours. Jericho devotes
himself to chasing Jensen all over
town, despite her telling him to get
lost. Through his persistance, Jack,
winds up involved with the heavies
shaking Randy down for the money
her father owes them.
The movie becomes very
disjointed, and at tijnes, key events
are mysteriously forgotten, either to
reappear at totally inopportune
times or never again. For example,
Jericho is supposed to be a grade
school teacher, yet, he is shown
with his class twice; once when he is
told that he may be fired for trying to
pick up a third grader's mother (a
matter that is never again touched
upon), and once when he drags the
class on an impromtu field trip to the
museum where Jenson works. This
is interesting because much of the
movie takes place when Jericho
should be teaching. He is also only
21 years old—have you ever seen a
21 year old teacher before?
Another point that is mysteriously
forgotten occurs during the final
scenes of the movie when Jenson's
father Flash, played by Dennis
Hopper (who's character bears
resemblance to Ringwald's father in
Pretty in Pink), is taken at gun point
from a casino in Atlantic City, where
she is gambling to win the money.
He is completely forgotten about
until the end of the movie when he
mysteriously re-appears unharmed.
What was happening the whole time
he was being held captiv ? No one
knows.
Thereare several meaningless inter-
changes in the film, but the ones that
seem to have absolutely no bearing
on the plot are the ones between
Jerhico and his grandmother, whom
he lives with. They do not enhance
the film or further the plot, but are
merely bread and butter to pad the
film.
Overall, this film is a bomb. It is
poorly acted, has a predictable
boring plot, and much of it is too
ridiculous to be taken seriously. It
pretends to be a comedy/love story
but falls flat in both departments.
Entertainment quiz
By The Backyard Escape
In Memory to Pa Cartwright
1. Who portrayed the demented history teacher in the movie Back to
SchooP
2. For what television serial is Lome Greene best remembered?
3. What "Big Mouth" is presently trying to sue David Letterman for
referring to her as a human contraceptive?
4. What brewing mogul regularly finds himself draped in beautiful
women, but can't appreciate it?
5. What San Francisco rock band has "survived" 20 years of cult status?
6. Whose latest musical offering, Will Power, is entirely symphonic?
7. Who wrote the theme to Star Trek?
8. In what novel do you find the towns of West Egg and East Egg?
9. What family favorite made George's life hell on The Jetson's?
10.Papa Smurf might be heard to say " it" after hammering his
thumb?
Answers:
1.SamKinison
2.Bonanza
3.MarthaRaye
4.SpudsMackenzie
5.TheGratefulDead
6.JoeJackson
7.AlexanderCourage
8.TheGreatGatsby
9.Astro
10."Smurfit"
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WLU
Student Publications
Positions Open within the Keystone
The WLU Student Publications Board of Directors is now
accepting applications for the following positions in the
Keystone, Laurier's campus yearbook:
Keystone Copy Editor
Keystone Sales Manager
Keystone Sports Editor
Keystone Special Events Editor
Deadline: Friday, September 18/87 at 4 pm.
This position is open to all registered students of WLU and cross-
registered students of U of W.
Applications are available at the Student Publications' office, 2nd
Floor Student Union Building
Any questions about these or any other positions? Phone or visit
Joan Sandberg in the Keystone offices, 884-2990.
Check your directory listing!
WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY
STUDENT UNION
wishes to thank the donators
and supportors of their 1987
Shinerama Campaign.
The CORD McDonalds (King & Columbia)
Angie's Kitchen McGinnis Landing
Bruce Edmeades Sales McPails Cycles
CFNY Radio Morrai Durafoam
Casey's Waterloo Mr. Grocer
Chaad's Parkway Village Market
Chances R Pizza Hut
Charlie's Redlobster
Coca Cola Ltd. Rickj Jo's
Cottonwood Robinson's Conestoga Mall
Domino's Pizza San Francesco's
The Keg J.M. Schneider Ltd.
Kellog's Sigma Theta Chi
Kelse/s Sprint Print
King Kong Subs Staff From Wilfs & The Turret
Kinsmen Stedebauer Motor's
Knechtel Swiss Pantry Donuts
Labatt's Brewery Ltd. Stanley's
Laurier Christian Fellowship Tim Horton's Waterloo
Len's Mills Tri County Welding Supplies Ltd.
The Duke of Wellington Two Way Communications
Dutch Boy of Wellington Valdi Discount Foods
Gatorade Wendel Motors
Zehrs Weston Bread
Dow Comsumer Product Canada
Golden Griddle Pancake House
A special thankyou goes out to everyone who
braved the weather and shone through the rain.
Together we raised $19,400 for the Canadian
Cystic Fibrosis Foundation
McRorie proves one is enough
By Denise Squire
Tony the Tiger would be appalled—
sychedelic mushrooms sprinkled on
your cornflakes? Special K that
packs a good morning punch with a
dusting of cocaine?
Is this blatant promotion of toxic
substancc abuse really entertain-
ment, or just an episode of Nancy
Reagan's worst nightmare? If you
were to poll the 170plus people who
braved the rain on Wednesday night
to catch Mcßorie at the Turret (it
was a free show), you would
probably conclude, drugs or no
drugs, that this was indeed enter-
tainment—and it cooked!
Mcßorie Tait, "the one man
musical sensation", baptized the
1987-88 W.O.W. (What's On
Wednesday) entertainment series
with three hard rocking sets. Toting
an entire band on his body, Mcßorie
delivered bangtail renditions of I
Drink Alone, Smokin' In the Boys'
Room, Sweet Home Alabama,
Paranoid, and Riders on the Storm,
as well as doing justice to such
performers as AC/DC, the Kinks,
Nash the Slash, and Frank Sinatra.
In addition, he offered his own
versions of Cocaine(how to brighten
up your breakfast cereal), Wipeout,
and surprisingly, Spirit in the Sky.
Despite some minor technical
difficulties, watching Mcßorie play,
and twitch, was just as entertaining
as the music and light show he
provided. Sensors for the bass drum,
snare, and cymbal are located on
the soles of his feet, and the toms
are velcro-fastened to his chest.
Two Yamaha keyboard
synthesizers, strapped to each hip,
recreate the rhythm and bass
guitars, while the lead guitar, or
"voitar", is sung through Mcßorie's
two-channel microphone. One
channel allowed for Mcßorie's four-
octave vocal range (sounding a bit
like Popeye's) to transmit loud and
clear; the second computer-
distorted channel transformed his
voice into lead guitar. Creating this
one-man display of technology and
musical innovation has taken
Mcßorie seven years, the past two
years spent actively "in the
business". Mcßorie is devoted to his
music. He is performer, agent, light
crew, and roadie. He said that he
performs "for the challenge of it".
In the following months Mcßorie
will be opening for Doug and the
Slugs in Toronto, and for Kim
Mitchell. Judging from the response
of the enthusiastic crowd, Mcßorie
should be a hit.
(And note: for all you Bob
Lovett—but you justcan't leave it—
fans, you needn't fret any longer
because the Bob Lovett Fan Club
has now been established here at
Laurier. Look for details around
Laurier.)
Not your standard stuff! Mcßorie W.O.W.ed the Turret last Wednesday
with his unique one-man-band act.
Cord photos by Debbie Hurst
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SOFTBALL
CHALLENGE
Get your class teams and floor
teams together for the challenge
SATURDAY, OCT. 3rd
WATERLOO PARK
Team lists from WLUSU offices,
Student Union Building 12
members per team. Entry fee
$12.00 per team.
,
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NEWHOT SPOT
f.n Town LSAT
Sun. to Wed. get GMAT
j 50% off on all orders I
> ofwings :> <~>c^- lsat
: j ,
J 112 ' T r> ! Oct. 17 GMAT; Just show your student I.D. :
: and save on supergreat food j
'students ARE ALWAYS WELCOME
ATMINGLES (7737)
We are located at 607 King St. W. directly 1 -800-387-551 9
opposite McDonalds
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SPORTS
Football Hawks soak U of W 43-0
By Dave Agnew
Eager to avenge their season-
opening loss to the Western
Mustangs, the Wilfrid Laurier
Golden Hawk football team
destroyed the Waterloo Warriors
Saturday afternoon before a large
Homecoming crowd in this year's
Shinerama Bowl. When the gun
finally sounded to end the game, the
scoreboard at Seagram Stadium said
it all: Laurier 43, Waterloo 0.
This was a game in which the
outcome was never in doubt. From
the opening kickoff, an inspired
Laurier defence swarmed to tackle
any Warrior ballcarrier brave
enough to cross the line of scrim-
mage. Coach Rich Newbrough was
especially pleased with the play of
Bruce Lowe, Bruce Martin, Bill
Madden and Veron Stiliadis. "The
whole front line did a super job. I was
glad to see Veron come alive."
Newbrough was also impressed
by Rohan Dove and Brian Foudy.
Dove, one of the team's best all
round athletes, was moved from his
rover position to cornerback, where
he seemed right at home. He and
Foudy interceptedan errant Warrior
pass each, as Waterloo quarter-
backs Mike Wright and Greg
lannarilli completed only 10 of 25
attempts for 113 yards.
A rejuvenated Hawk offenserolled
up the yardage totals, seemingly at
will. Quarterbacks Rod Philp and
Mike Pett were good on 13 of 21
pass attempts for a total of 324
yards, including a record 106yarder
to Ken Evraire, and Rob Conroy led
the receiving corps with five recep-
tions. "My pick for offensive player
of the game was Rod (Philp)," said
Newbrough. "He took the blame for
the loss last week so I think he has to
be given credit for the victory this
week."
The coaching staff felt the team
had to establish the running game
early, and they did just that, as
Laurier ballcarriers racked up 281
yards on the ground. The AMC/Jeep
Eagle player of the game was Luc
Gerritsen, who had two touchdowns
and rushed for 146 yards, including
a 72-yard TD run. Newbrough was
also impressed with the play of
Brantford rookie Brian Jankovic,
who is likely to see more action this
week in Guelph.
Aside from a blocked punt, the
Hawk special teams were solid, with
good plays coming from Clive
Tharby, who has become the "hit
man" of the kicking team, and from
several rookies who were subbed
into the game in its later stages.
Laurier's offensive unit gave a
sign of things to come early in the
first quarter. With a first downat the
Waterloo 39-yard line, Philp handed
off to big, bruising fullback Luc
Gerritsen. It looked to be a routine
run up the middle until Gerritsen
rolled off one tackle and saw nothing
between himself and the goal-line
but muddy turf. He easily outraced
the Warrior defenders and Steve
Rainey came on to convert the
major, staking the Hawks to a 7-0
lead.
Philp combined with 6'l" 205 lb.
receiver Ken Evraire later in the
quarter for the Hawks' second
touchdown. On the play, a nice play-
action fake froze the Waterloo
defence long enough for Evraire to
sprint alone into the end zone, where
he gathered in Philp's offering for an
easy six points. Rainey converted
again, and the rout was on.
Early in the second quarter, the
lead was upped to 21-0. Once again
it was Gerritsen doing the damage,
as he took the handoff and charged
through the line, breaking through
the grasp of several potential
tacklers on his way to a 72-yard
touchdown run.
The Hawks threatened to score
again later in the quarter with a first
and goal situation on the Waterloo
3-yard line. The otherwise porous
Waterloo defence suddenly
tightened up, however,and stopped
three consecutive Laurier rushes
short of the goal-line. Nevertheless,
Laurier emerged with a halftime lead
of 21 points.
The scoring continued early in the
third quarter, as the Hawk offense
came up with yet another big play.
This time, Philp fired a quick flare
pass to Barrie native Joe Nastasiuk,
who proceeded to break one tackle
and stroll 65 yards down the left
sideline for the major.
Several minutes later, Waterloo
wasted their only real chance to
score, which came courtesy of a
blocked Laurier punt. The Warriors
recovered the ball at the Hawks' 4-
yard line. On first and goal, the weak
Waterloo offense could gain only a
single yard, and Hawk defender
Geoff Belanger brought Warrior
running back Jim Mitchell down in
the backfield for a loss on second
down. A third down off tackle run
was then stopped cold as the Golden
Hawk defence held strong to pre-
serve the shutout.
What followed next was easily the
most exciting play of the game.
Scrimmaging from his own four,
Laurier pivot Philp dropped back to
the goal-line in search of an open
target. Spotting Ken Evraire coming
across the middle, he gunned a
short pass to the all-star receiver.
Evraire broke a tackle, picked up a
block, and found some room down
the left sideline-enough room to race
all the way into the Waterloo end
zone for his second TD of the game.
The pass and run play was good for
106 yards, eclipsing the old OUAA
record of 105 yards set in 1971.This
increased Laurier's lead to 34-0, as a
two point conversion attempt was
unsuccessful.
The Hawks added two more
points on their next possession as
Evraire's punt, fielded by a Waterloo
returner at the 10-yard line, was
then run back into the end zone for
a safety. This was a somewhat baf-
fling move, since the Warriors had
to kick the ball away in addition to
Above, Rookie tailback Andy Cecchini is brought downby a batallion of Warriors. Lower left, Carl Zell wraps up
a Waterloo back. Cord photos by Bob Fehir
Hall of famers honoured
Special to the Cord
Six new members were inducted into Wilfrid Laurier
University's athletic hall of fame September 18 at a
dinner held at the Waterloo Inn during Homecoming
celebrations.
Richard Buendorf, a former WLU athletic director,
heads the list of new members. He was named to the
Hall as a builder. The five others, to be inducted as
players, are Dave Knechtel, Mike McMahon, Peter
Misikowetz, Joanne Passmore and Jim Randle.
Buendorf took charge of the then Waterloo Lutheran
University athletic programme in the early 1960's and
was responsible for the formation of the Letterman's
Club. He left the university to become assistant
director of the Savings League of Minnesota, and he
has now been president of the league for 17 years.
Knechtel was named WLU's Golden Hawk Rookie
of the Year (football) in 1964 and was a member of the
university's first College Bowl team in 1966. Knechtel
went on to a successful CFL career with the Toronto
Argonauts, Edmonton Eskimos and Winnipeg Blue
Bombers from 1968-1978, and was chosen Rookie-of-
the-Year in the Eastern Conference in 1968. He is now
employed with the Winnipeg school board.
McMahon, a native of Port Credit, was WLU's first
All-Canadian football player, winning the distinction in
1968, the year that the awards were introduced. He was
captain for three of his four years at Laurier and made
appearances in the College Bowl in 1966and 1968. He
went on to teacher's college at Western, playing under
Frank Cosentino, where he was again named an
OUAA and CIAU all-star. He is now in his first year as
the principal of St. Mary's High School in Woodstock,
Ontario.
Misikowetz starred as a member of the WLU men's
basketball team in the mid-19605. In the fall of 1965 he
was 27 of 31 from the free throw line in a game against
Windsor, which had not lost to a Canadian basketball
team in five years. Misikowetz's free throw average was
a Canadian basketball record at the time and led to a
feature on him in Sports Illustrated.
Passmore, now of Elmira, and a Tillsonburg native,
played basketball at WLU for three years and was
named most valuable player in each of them. In her first
year, she was the league's top foul shooter and, in her
second, was the league's leading scorer. She was also a
co-founder of the Women's Athletic Association.
Randle, a native of North Bay where he now teaches
at West Ferris High School, was an integral member of
the 1961 and 1962 championship football teams at
WLU. He also played hockey for two years while at
Lutheran, although he was drafted by the B.C. Lions of
the CFL. He began his teaching career in Cambridge
where he coached football and hockey.
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conceding the two points.
Backup quarterback Mike Pett
replaced Fhilp midway through the
third quarter, and with four minutes
remaining in the game he teamed up
with Rob Tallis for the final scoring
play of the day. From 24 yards out,
Fett zipped the ball to his receiver at
the 10 yard line. Yet another broken
Warrior tackle enabled Tallis to find
the goal-line for his first TD as a
Hawk. Steve Rainey kicked his fifth
convert of the day, making the score
43-0.
From there it was just a matter of
running out the clock as the Hawks
put the finishing touches on their
18th consecutive victory over the
hapless Warriors. Laurier has dom-
inated the rivalry, outscoring Water-
loo 645 to 162 over the last 16years.
"It was a good, solid team effort. It
kept part of the team's tradition
alive," said Newbrough with a smile,
referring to the fact that Waterloo
has not beaten Laurier's football
team since 1971.
Looking ahead, the coach feels
that the next three ball games are
critical to the team's playoff stand-
ing. The Hawks will take on the
Guelph Gryphons at 2:00 this Sat-
urday afternoon in front of a large
Guelph homecoming crowd. Inabil-
ity to stop the Gryphon running
game was the key to Laurier's early
exit from the playoffs last season. "I
think we're better defensively this
year, especially against the run,"
said Newbrough. The defence held
the Warriors to less than 100-yards
rushing, but then again Guelph is
not the same calibre club as Water-
loo. Only time will tell just how good
the Hawk "D" is. As for this Satur-
day's match-up Newbrough predicts
a tight ball game.
"I think it'll be decided by a
touchdown or less."
New faces on Laurier links
By Brad Lyon
It's an old and hackneyed cliche
but, nonetheless quite applicable
when one describes this year as a
r building season for the Laurier
men's golf team.
The golf team, under the tutelage
of coach Mike Belanger, is suffering
from the problem that plagues most
university sports teams at one time
or another—a lack of returning
players due to graduation. In fact,
this year's edition is an entirely new
team, having lost all five golfers from
last year's squad.
Compounding the problem of a
rookie team is the fact the team had
to organize quite rapidly during
Orientation Week before other
students had returned. Consequent-
ly the team lost an extra week of
practice time which they would
normally have utilized in past sea-
sons. As Belanger noted, "There are
probably better golfers out there,
but they just didn't get a chance to
try out."
As it stands, though, the team
consists of Mark Walker, Dave
Holle, Dan Marsden, Steve Kobylnik
and Fraser Scoyne, along with
alternates Brian Bogensberger and
Paul Halyk.
The team was selected on the
basis of performances in two tour-
naments held last week; at the Sep-
tember 14th University of Waterloo
Invitational and on September 17th
in the rain-shortened University of
Guelph Invitational. At the Water-
loo tourney, Belanger reduced the
team from its original 14 tryouts to
the seven men who competed in the
Guelph tourney and now make up
the team. The Waterloo tourney
saw WLU enter two teams, one fin-
ishing in a tie for fourth place.
Belanger is very realistic about
the team's chances this season. He
emphasizes that although the team
has no great expectations for this
year, their goal is to advance to the
OUAA finals at the Essex Golf and
Country Club in Windsor as one of
the top five teams in the division.
The OUAA semi-finals are slated
for today and tomorrow, September
24 and 25, at the Cutten Club in
Guelph. The top five teams advance
to the OUAA finals in Windsor on
October 5 and 6.
Football Roundup
WINDSOR 33, YORK 2
The Lancers upped their record
to 2-0 at home last Saturday with a
33-2 thrashing ofa flat York Yeoman
squad. The game's results evened
York's record at one win and one
loss and propelled Windsor to a 65
national ranking.
The ground game of the Lancers
was most responsible for the lop-
sided score as they piled up 332
rushing yards. Tailback Chris
Porter, probably the OUAA's best
this year, racked up 175 yards of
South Campus Stadium territory.
WESTERN 75, TORONTO 7
The doubts of the skeptics that
thought Western's offence would go
to pot with the graduation of Steve
Samways, Blake Marshall and Rick
Wolkcnsberg were answered in the
provincial capital last Friday night as
the Mustangs trounced the Varsity
Blues 75-7.
Even though Western accumu-
lated over 400 yards in offence, the
big story was U of T's penchant for
turning the ball over deep in its own
territory - a total of eight times.
Specialty team breakdowns also cost
the Blues 21 points.
GUELPH 40, MCMASTER 20
After their opening season loss to
the Yeoman, the Guelph Gryphons
came storming back with a 40-20
road win over the McMaster
Marauders. The win moved the
Gryphons into the 69 national
ranking and dropped Mac to 0-2 on
the year.
Listowel native Tom Newbigging
appears to have filled the hole left by
Darrell Skuse's departure as he
carried 30 times for 162 yards and
scored two touchdowns. Quarter-
back Mike Shoemaker threw three
TD strikes for the winners.
Offand running
By Brad Lyon
The University of Guelph was
the site of the first race of the
season for the Laurier men's cross
country team last Saturday.
Laurier finished a respectable
sixth out of the eight teams taking
part in the competition with 199
points in the 10-kilometre race.
The University of Toronto Blues
won the overall team title.
Mike Booker and Paul Self led a
rather undermanned Golden Hawk
squad with two excellent placings.
Booker finished 6th in the field
with a time of 34 minutes, 14
seconds. Self wasn't far behind,
completing the circuit in a time of
34:58 seconds, good for 13th place.
Finishing out the top five Laurier
finishers were Tony Heayn, 55th,
in 39:11; Roland Mechler, 56th, in a
time of 39 minutes, 14 seconds;
andKirk Haukenfrers who finished
69th in 46 minutes, 28 seconds.
According to coach Ray Koenig,
sixth-place overall was a respect-
able finish for the team considering
that of the runners entered, only
the Stratford connection of Booker
and Self willmake the official team.
Koenig also expressed the hope
that more of Laurier's accom-
plished runners would be partici-
pating in the next meet, the York
Invitational on Saturday.
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Stingy Hawk 'D' dominates
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off Campus Computers
proudly presents their premier XT clone system!
check these features!
10 mhz system speed (optional V2O CPU) on DTK motherboard
AT style case with:
• keyboard lock
• lighted turbo switch
• front panel reset switch
one multifunction card with:
• parallel port
• serial port
• game port
• mouse port
• floppy controller
• clofl/ca lender
• light pen port . : ;-
• selectable RGB, composite, Hercules monochrome
5160 keyboard (optional enhanced)
150W power supply mid surge suppressor power bar^
Phillips monitor (with clock in tiltVswivel base)
360K floppy
: ALL THIS FOR ONLY
,
; (2nd floppy: add $ 1 ,•• J
This the famous off Cam pus Computers one vear
- - •: guarantee!!l v
While you 're at it, check out our desktop pub lis h trig serviee s, public
domain library, bulletin board and electronic communications serv-
ices. We are also starting our off Campus educational services, begin-
ning with our Saturday morning classes. Stay tuned for moreiU
10am to 10pm Mon-Fri 10am to spm Sat
950 King W (across from K-W Hospital)
749-1121
mm connECTion V
Cookie Connection has
just opened at the
(corner ofKing and University
— right beside Gus Maue's)
clip & save
Present this coupon
< for a FREE cookie with the purchase
ofany beverage.
J offer expires Sept 30th/87 J
Soccer Hawks second in Canada
By Chris Starkey
Three OUAA West rivals saw for
themselves last week why the
Laurier soccer Hawks are a good
bet to make the national champion-
ships this season. Allowing only one
goal, the Golden Hawks scored nine
times; three each ag inst the
McMaster Marauders on Wednes-
day, the Waterloo Warriors on
Saturday, and the Badgers from
Brock on Sunday.
LAURIER 3, MCMASTER 1
The two pre season favourites of
the OUAA West went head to head
at Bechtel Park last Wednesday
night with Laurier taking home two
points and a hard-earned3-1 victory.
Laurier's trademark of coming
out fast and furious was evident in
the match as early chances caught
the Marauder defence off guard.
Lucky Chhina set up two early
efforts. One went to Henry Bout in
the 10th minute and in the 12th,
Kevin Adams received a Chhina
cross in the 6-yard box, but couldn't
control the ball for a good shot.
The ball finally found the Mac
mesh in the 25th minute. Scott
Patriquin took a deep free kick and
crossed to third-year man Joe
Formica who beat the Marauder
keeper to the left side with a well-
placed head.
The skies that had been threaten-
ing since mid-afternoon finally sent
some precipitation mid-way through
the half; rain which continued on
and off for the rest of the game. The
slippery conditions provided Mac
with their best opportunity as keeper
Uwe Kraemer's overhand pass
slipped off his hand onto the foot of a
Mac forward poised at the top of the
18-yard box. The Marauder, how-
ever, had as much trouble control-
ling the ball in the slick conditions.
As the second half began, it
became apparent that Mac was
hungrier for the ball than they were
in the first. They took advantage of
the sloppy Hawk defence and got
the equalizer just three minutes into
the half. Kraemer made a diving
stop on the original shot, but Stuart
Simpson was left unattended in front
of the Laurier net and quickly put in
the rebound.
The Mac goal got the Hawks'
adrenaline flowing again as the home
siderealised that they could not just
sit on the lead and take an easy two
points. Chhina made several good
runs, one ending as the McMaster
sweeper tried to pull downhis shorts.
Perseverance prevailed though, and
the Hawks went up 2-1 three min-
utes later.
Duke of Wellington game MVP
Peter Mackie sent a pass up the left
side to Chhina, who outraced the
defender to the ball. The speedy
rookie waited for the keeper to
commit himself then tapped a left-
footed shot to the right side of the
net.
Not willing to wait for the final
whistle, the Hawks intensified the
pressure on the McMaster goal.
Kevin Adams skimmed the crossbar
in the 59th minute with a rocket
from 22-yards out. The Hawks'
senior member struck again with a
hard shot five minutes later but
Chhina was unable to handle on the
rebound.
Mackie added the insurance
marker on the prettiest individual
effort of the evening. Picking the ball
up at midfield, he deked around two
Mac halfbacks, cut inside, and from
25-yards out blasted a ball high to
the right side. The Hawks continued
to apply pressure for the remainder
of the match but were unable to cap-
italize on their chances.
It was an encouraging start to the
1987 regular season after some
inconsistent pre season play. Chhina
was continuously shaking free for
breaks on net and if he can cut down
on his offside infractions, the Guelph
speedster will become a dominant
Laurier scoring force. The midfield
won about 70% of the head-ball chal-
lenges, led by big Dave Murray's
nubile noggin.
McMaster, on the other hand,
didn't impress. Minus John
DiPasquale up front, the Marauders
had no scoring touch whatsoever
around the net. The Steel City
soccer side will have difficulty finish-
ing in the top two, as scouting
reports indicate Guelph has the
inside edge on second spot after
Laurier.
LAURIER 3, WATERLOO 0
Saturday's match at Columbia
Field was also played under cloudy,
threatening skies, but the rain that
did appear was not enough to
dampen Laurier's parade as the
Hawks had an easy time with their
crosstown rivals.
Waterloo was coming off a 1-0
shutout of the Brock Badgers on
Wednesday but their defence could
not contain the firepower of the
Laurier offensive guns. The Golden
Hawks' traditional fast startresulted
in an early goal by Kevin Adams,
who re-directed a Lucky Chhina
shot past Vladimir Kolbas in the
Waterloo net.
Adams got everything behind a
low shot in the 33rd minute, but
Kolbas made a good stop to keep
the score close. The Hawks con-
tinued to press, but the half ended
1-0 Wilfrid Laurier.
Mike Cherevati set up Peter
Mackie for WLU's second goal and
the prettiest score of the weekend.
In almost an exact replica of his goal
in the McMaster game, Mackie
received the feed at midfield,
dribbled around several Warrior
midfielders and sent a 25-yard blast
to the top left corner past the help-
less Kolbas.
At this point of the game, the
match began to resemble more of a
rugger contest than a gentlemanly
game of soccer, the Warriors resort-
ing to vicious tackles and verbal
abuse of the officials. The tactic was
infectious, as Peter Gilfillan was
given a yellow card to match the one
Mackie had been issued in the first
half.
Laurier's last score came on a
Roy Abraham penalty kick in the
80th minute.
LAURIER 3, BROCK 0
Much to the pleasure of the Laur-
ier fans, Sunday's 3-0 shutout win
against the Badgers was held on a
brilliant, sunny fall day. In contrast
to the previous day's outing (in addi-
tion to the weather), the match was
clean and well-played as the Brock
side did not resort to venting their
frustrations on Laurier ankles and
shins.
Another fast Laurier start made
the visitors aware of the Hawk
offensive prowess early in the match.
In particular, a Joe Formica head off
of Kevin Adams' corner kick in the
15th minute just missed tucking itself
under the crossbar.
Brock's defenders had already
been told by their keeper, Dino
Perri, that their long passes were
"just being vaccuumed up by the
sweeper" namely all-CanadianPeter
Gilfillan. As a result, the fullbacks
began to dribble the ball upfield.
The tactic worked for about ten
minutes, but the brief lull in the
action around the Brock goal was
ended by the eventual winning goal
by Formica. A Badger defender, in
moving the ball upfield, had the ball
stolen from him by Formica. Playing
with a badly swollen ankle, the third-
year forward fired a low shot to the
right side past Perri to put the
Hawks up by one.
After the game, Lyon had nothing
but accolades for the Kitchener
native. "For Joe to be even out there
playing is a miracle." Formica was
the GoldenHawks' unsung hero last
year, playing seven different posi-
tions equally well. This season, he is
playing up front more and getting
some well-deserved recognition.
The Formica goal was the last
shot of the half as both sides just
batted the ball up and down the
field. The Laurier side became too
fancy as they began to go for the
long ball instead of setting up plays
and letting them develop.
The Golden Hawks came out fly-
ing in the second half. Just two min-
utes after the opening whistle,
Patriquin lofted a free kick into the
Brock crease. Dave "Big D" Murray
re-routed the ball with a head to
Formica, who looped it over the
head of Perri. The Badger keeper
lunged up and backwards, just tip-
ping the ball over the crossbar to
prevent Formica of a certain goal.
Undaunted, the home team con-
tinued to buzz around Perri until
Formica set up Adams in the 55th
minute for the second score. Find-
ing the cage from 15 yards out, it
was the five-year veteran's 34th
career goal, tying him with Scott
Fraser for the all-time Laurier lead.
The extra padding on the Hawk
lead led to complacency as defen-
sively Laurier broke down several
times. Uwe Kraemer, between the
pipes for Laurier, had relatively few
good scoring opportunities to thwart
in earning his second shutout in as
many games, but came through
when needed.
Adams threatened to score again
in the 79th minute, breaking through
the Brock defence chasing a Mackie
pass when he was hauled down.
Lucky Chhina put the loose ball in
the net as Adams collided with the
keeper Perri, but the play had been
ruled dead after the takedown. A
penalty shot was awarded for the
check on Adams.
Peter Gilfillan was called up from
the sweeper position to take the
kick as Adams was shaken up
slightly on the play. Gilfillen calmly
depositted the ball to the right of the
tired Perri to make the score 3-0.
With a player of Gilfillan's calibre, a
penalty kick is much like asking
Jack Nicklaus to sink a six-inchputt
- either way it is a "gimme".
Only one more good scoring
opportunity came up for the rest of
:he game. Adams took a Dan Zulaini
pass and fired past the second-
string Brock goalie only to have a
Badger stop the drive near the
goal-line.
Despite the lopsided score,
Coach Barry Lyon contained his
enthusiasm. "For the number of
chances we had today ... to only get
three goals is a bit of a disappoint-
ment," he said. "Even so, our goal
was to take six points from these
first three games and I'm pleased
with that."
Lyon was relieved that he was
able to give some of those with nag-
ging injuries some rest, letting the
entire squad from Adams to Zulaini
have some playing time. Formica's
foot and Kevin Kuppers' knee espe-
cially are two wounds that are taking
there time in healing and the good
leads allowed Lyon to substitute for
them early in the second half.
Soccer Shorts: Kuppers missed
the Waterloo game and Henry Bout
sat out the Brock contest with injur-
ies ... 1986 All-Canadian Lyndon
Hooper will not be playing with the
Hawks this year. The talented mid-
fielder will be leaving for Central
America in three weeks with the
national team ... Next home game is
next Sunday at 1 p.m. against the
highly-touted Gryphons from
Guelph ... The Hawks are pleased to
announce that the Duke of Welling-
ton is offerring game MVP awards
for both home and away games.
Alive and kicking: Peter Gilfillan takes a free kick for the Hawks.
Cord photos by Chris Starkey
A Lucky find: Rookie Lucky Chhina has played a large role in the
soccer Hawks' explosive start this year. Above, Chhina dribbles
around a Brock defenderas teammate Peter Mackie looks on. Below,
Chhina hovers around the McMaster goal.
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CIAU FOOTBALL RANKINGS
1. Western
2. Bishop's
3. UBC
4. St. Mary's
5. Windsor
6. Acadia
7. Alberta
8. Guelph
9. Queen's
10. McGill
CIAU SOCCER RANKINGS
1. UBC
2. LAURIER
3. Memorial
4. McGill
5. Victoria
6. York
7. St. Mary's
8. Windsor
9. Guelph
10. Carleton
Sports quiz
By Serge Grenier
Questions:
1. What is the nickname of the ordained Philadelphia Eagles defensive
tackle Reggie White?
2. In what country did Toronto Argonaut running back Gill (The Thrill)
Fenerty play football last year?
3. Tim Wallach broke the Montreal Expos' single season RBI record last
week. Which former team stalwart previously held that mark?
4. Who holds the Toronto Blue Jays record for most stolen bases in one
season?
5. Name the five teams, pitcher Steve Carlton has played for in the last
two seasons.
6. The son of what current major league baseball player was the first
overall pick of the baseball amateur draft this year?
7. Who was the only non-NHL player on the United States Canada Cup
hockey entry?
8. Which of the Hilton brothers of professional boxing fame is named
after his father?
9. Who ousted Chris Evert in the ladies' singles competition at the U.S.
Open this year?
10. Who won the inaugural Canadian Soccer League championship?
The Sergical Stumper
Cindy Nicholas, of marathon swimming fame, went on to become a
lawyer and was elected an MPP during the last provincial election. What
sports figure did she article in law for?
Answers:
1.theMinisterofDefence
2.Italy
3.AndreDawson
4.DamasoGarcia
5.PhiladelphiaPhillies,SanFranciscoGiants,ChicagoWhiteSox,
ClevelandIndiansandMinnesotaTwins
6.KenGriffey
7.CoreyMillen
8.DaveHilton
9.LoriMcNeil
10.Calgary
TheSergicalStumper:
AlanEagleson
Scoreboard
OUAA Football
I Standings
Results
Western 75, Toronto 7
Guelph 40, McMaster 20
LAURIER 43, Waterloo 0
Windsor 33, York 2
OWIAA West Division Soccer
Results
McMaster 3, Windsor 1
OUAA West Soccer
Standings
Results
Windsor 1, Western 0
Waterloo 1, Brock 0
LAURIER 3, McMaster 1
Guelph 2, Brock 1
Windsor 3, McMaster 1
LAURIER 3, Waterloo 0
Western 3, McMaster 0
LAURIER 3, Brock 0
Guelph 3, Waterloo 2
OUAA Tier II Rugby
Standings
Results
Brock 14, Toronto 3 Carleton 12, RMC 4
Hawk of the Week
Starting quarterback Rod Philp
rebounded from a disappointing
effort against the Western Mustangs
in the season opener with a brilliant
performance in leading the Golden
Hawks to 43-0 drubbing of the
Waterloo Warriors last Saturday.
The 6'l" 195 lb. Bronte native
completed 12 of 15 pass attempts
for a whopping 300 yards of Seagram
Stadium turf and three touchdowns.
Philp, a fourth-year physical education-
/geography student set a new OUAA
league record when he connected
with wide receiver Ken Evraire for a
106-yard touchdown play.
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GP W L T FA PTS
Western 2 2 0 0 98 16 4
i amdPCD 2 2 0 0 57 21 4LAURIER 2 1 1 0 52 23 2Guelph 2 1 1 0 64 53 2
-£ork 2 1 1 0 35 57 2Toronto 2 1 1 0 35 89 2McMaster 2 0 2 0 39 64 0Waterloo 2 0 2 0 14 71 0
Standings
GP W L T F A PTS
McMaster 1 1 0 0 3 1 2
LAURIER 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Western 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Waterloo 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Guelph 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Brock 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Windsor 10 10 13 0
GP W L T F A PTS
LAURIER 3 3 0 0 9 1 6
Windsor 2 2 0 0 4 1 4
Guelph 2 2 0 0 5 3 4
Western 2 110 3 1 2
Waterloo 3 1 2 0 3 6 2
Ryerson 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Brock 3 0 3 0 1 6 0
McMaster 3 0 3 0 2 9 0
GP W L T F A PTS
Brock 1 1 0 0 14 3 2
Carlcton 1 1 0 0 12 4 2
Trent 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
LAURIER 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
RMC 1 0 1 0 4 12 0
Toronto 1 0 1 0 3 14 0
CARRYINGA HEAVYLOAD? YEAR THIRTEEN
THINK BEFORE YOU DROP
A COURSE
"
J
STUDENTS: ART SALE
To be considered for an incentive P"ntS F°r EveT* TdSte And Bud9et
scholarship next year, you require Hundreds of Reproductions $3.00 - $7.00
. . r c j. Over 400 Exhibition Posters - Most Far Below List Pricea minimum of 5 two-term courses or Moderately Pr ced Limited Edition Prints ft
equivalent this year crro-r 1<? nr\ Q o
Date: JLI I. LO~uV Hours: \~ 0
piace CONCOURSE LAST 1-3SEE PAGE 289 IN THE UNDERGRADUATE CALENDAR u
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Iff~~~% Esprit 88Ml, • undoubtably the fastest 8088 based computer on the market
W • V2O-10 CPU running at a dazzling MHz ZERO AIT STATE
ml • 640 K 120ns RAMSI t- ' TgiJ • Legal Phoenix bios
112.
—•2 Panasonic 360 K DSDD floppy drive
I Ik • Serial/parallel/real time clock
1 • 150W CSA approved power supply
j 1 HB • Maxiswitch AT® layout keyboard
tail • monochrome graphics (Hercules compatible)
X|h i I or colour graphics adaptorXi • Amdek/Packard Bell high res monitor w/ swivel base
$988
PACKARD BELL VX 88
g MHz Turbo
• 5 - 5 / 8 MHz Processor Same confi tion
• 640K memory above
• 360K DSDD floppy drive
• parallel/serial/clock
• colour & monographic adaptors
Esprit 286
Modem Madness
# 80286_ 10 CPU 6 / ]0 mhz switchabie
EMP 1200 A • 512K RAM expandable to 1M on board
» 1.2 M Panasonic high density floppy
• 1200/300 baud • 20M Miniscribe/Seagate hard disk
• auto dial,/answer • 200W CSA approved power supply
• D.O.C. approved • Maxiswitch AT® layout keyboard
• works great w/Kermit, • Monochrome graphics/colour graphics adaptor
Q-modem, PC Talk, etc. • Amdek/ Bell high res monitor w/swivel base
• hundreds used on campus • limited 2
YfcAK warranty
$d9»» 600
Deal Of the Century
DC PQCCOru
170 University Ave. W., University Shops P!a%a II Waterloo 746-4565100% owned, managed & staffed by University alumni & students
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BACK TO SCHOOL
COMPUTER
BONANZA
It Wouldn't Take a Genius...
to see that this is a great
deal.
■d't I / •
Built and Backed in
Kitchener/Waterloo
9SBBBI ieht "■■■■■i HI
CQdIPU TEfIE jLomnl7J08, M „./ *•Parallel, Serial, & Game Ports
_
•Real Time Clock / i. |Fs | J,.',.'..'..'.1.J' ,K j'J .*. *JBH- •Video Board & Monitor Kff BTjar |* j- j- |- j- j> 1 ■: \»f|
•Keyboard & Manual / 'II*»"I" I I 1 •' \f\
Complete System
$995
COMPUTER BOOK AND SUPPLY CENTRE
170 University Ave.W., Waterloo
University Plaza II 746-2450
7263 £ay Sf. 6062 Yonge St. 1804 1/1/est Broadway
Toronto, Ont. Willowdale, Ont. Vancouver, B.C.
416-926-0064 416-222-6115 604-733 3541
_j^Mi_jiMinMnirMMMMMwrTri"iinrTn———-^Tir—~~wr "mir mwknnr i mm ■ fnr-T—rr —r**^*r""^*T~T—*flWfflnriTiWTT——ttw——i—
